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Surface Force Creates a Culture of
Excellence for the High-End Fight
An interview with VADM Rich Brown, USN
Commander Naval Surface Forces / Naval Surface Force
Pacific
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

“Compliance produces survivors. Excellence produces
winners.”
What was the major priority for you and your staff?
Our priority was to make sure that we had the foundations correct
for both individual and unit level training-- they are different; we
train individuals and then we train ships. We need to make sure that
they are compatible, that we’re doing the right things to train the
individuals at the right time, so that translates into unit training and
we get it right.
In order to establish the foundation, there were a number of things
that we had to do right off the bat. We took a hard look at the
Surface Warfare Officer career path; and asked ourselves, did we
have that right? We found that wholesale changes weren’t required.
There were modifications, however, that needed to be made. We
asked ourselves, “What do we want surface warfare officers to be
able to do?” We found that they need to be able to do the following:
•

Drive the ship

•

Fight the ship at the department head level

•

Manage the ship as the XO

•

Command the ship as a CO
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We did two major things as far as the career path goes. Years ago,
we changed the sequencing from a 30-month first division officer
tour and 18-month second division officer tour, to a 24-month first
and second division officer tours. There were a few unintended
consequences. It takes officers about 15 to 18 months, based on
ship schedule, to get their OOD letter. To become a great OOD, you
have to stand those watches underway. What we found, however,
was that surface warfare officers were getting their OOD letter and
then transferring in two years. To correct this we decided to go back
to the way it was in the early 2000s where that first division officer
tour was 30 months.
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CO and a new XO, we broke the fleet-up cycle, and now it’s one
of our best ships. It only took us about 6 months to get that ship
turned around, mainly because we hand-detailed REALLY superior
officers in there. But that’s the beauty of fleet-up, because now
that ship’s got this team, and the new XO’s going to come in, then
that XO will become the captain. It’s proven. It’s working. I know
that there’s still cultural bias against fleet up, especially, from the
old guys.
It’s the old guys who think you need that extra tour as XO.
We actually have more sea time now than we did under the
traditional career path.

SAN DIEGO (May 22, 2019) Vice Adm. Rich Brown, Commander, Surface
Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, passes through sideboys during the establishment
ceremony of Surface Development Squadron (SURFDEVRON) ONE at Naval
Base San Diego. SURFDEVRON ONE will integrate unmanned surface vessels
(USV) and support fleet experimentation to accelerate delivery of new
warfighting concepts and capabilities to the fleet. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 1st Class Woody S. Paschall/Released)

The second division officer tour is now 18 months OR a single, longer
tour of 48 months. We’ve given the COs a level of flexibility – they
can control their wardrooms; and determine who they want to stay
on for 48 months. All the CO has to do is look at the deployment
and call up the bureau and say, “Hey, I want these officers to stay
onboard for 48 months.” Done deal.
The second significant change was to push the PHIBRON / DESRON
Division Officer and Department Head demand signal to Post-DIVO
and Post-Department Head. Some officers previously would have
done a DIVO tour and then gone to a DESRON as a DIVO tour. Now
they do their first two division officer tours and both department
head tours in ships, not a ship and a staff. That’s huge. We’ve just
doubled the amount of time that they have on a ship.
That doesn’t take anything away from the DESRON; it really gives
them more qualified people. We’re not just stashing people.
The demand signal is not that large for division officers and
department heads on the squadrons. That was the first thing we
addressed after we asked ourselves, “Do we have the career path
right?” As a result, we did a study on XO/CO fleet up. We found that
changing the demand signal was the right thing to do. We’ve got the
stats that show this builds a better commanding officer if that officer
has served as the XO onboard the ship for 18 months. We’ve also
found that if an XO is inculcated into a command, that’s really firing
on all cylinders, they tend to foster that command environment. It
makes them a better CO. If we find that we have a new XO reporting
and it’s a bad command environment, we can break that up and put
two new officers in there.
If the ship is working well, once you get it going, it keeps going. But
if it’s not working, you have to actively derail it.
It takes effort to earn that good reputation, but once you do, it’s
much easier to run a ship with a good reputation.
We’ve really opened up the lines of communication between the O-5
and O-6 commanders and my staff. I’ll give you an example – I won’t
name a ship– but we had a ship that was failing. Everything that
they did, it was failing. We detached the CO, put in a temporary
2

We really went after the career path. The two questions were,
did we have the tour lengths correct and did we have the type of
tours correct. We’ve now got that sorted out. And again, this is for
the individual officer.
The second thing we had to take a look at was whether or not
the training correctly prepared officers for those tours. If you
remember, a few years ago, we really went after Surface
Warfare Training continuums, both for officers and enlisted.
That’s when we reestablished the Basic Division Officer Course
(BDOC) in October of 2012; we established the Advanced
Division Officer Course (ADOC) in October of 2014; we built the
Surface Warfare Officers School Command Assessment – with five
written exams; and included going to Newport and taking the
Ship Handling Assessment, the Maritime Warfare Assessment –
and the unvarnished 360 Degree Assessment. We did all that. We
changed out the PXO/PCO course to the Surface Commanders
Course. We did a lot of work on training. We really upped the
assessment piece. We have the SWOS Command Assessment
which you have to pass to go to the command board, and we
have the Department Head assessment.
Where does that assessment take place?
It happens up in Newport at SWOS. We started that in June
or July of 2013 and every department head returns to SWOS
between their first and second department head tour to take the
SWOS Command Assessment. It’s hard. We only have a 43% first
pass yield and about a 65% pass rate overall. You can see the
quality cut that now is going into picking our future commanding
officers.
Here’s the rub: There’s not a single O-5 commander that’s gone
through the pipeline yet. We started it in 2013, it’s now 2019,
they were still department heads back then. The first officers are
now showing up for the Surface Commanders Course that had to
go through the SWOS Command Assessment pipeline. They’re now
just starting the command pipeline. Similar for BDOC and ADOC.
This year is the first year that we will have lieutenants show up
to Department Head School that have had the benefit of both
BDOC and ADOC. It just takes that long. We feel excellent that
the training and the courses that were in place were sufficient. We
felt however, that there was an opportunity to add more. What we
didn’t have was the assessment piece.
Regarding the training continuum—BDOC is great. It gives division
officers what they need to go and do their first division officer tour.
It doesn’t give them everything to become a second division officer,
but it does give them what they need. They understand the 3-year
program; the leadership; the CSMP (Current Ships Maintenance
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Plan.); the basics of engineering and material readiness; we put them
through the COVE (conning officer virtual environment) simulators,
as well as, make sure they know how to con the ship and give the
appropriate orders.
The Advanced Division Officer Course (ADOC) brings it to the next
level and makes the fleet lieutenant. It gives them more maritime
warfare training; it gives them the Junior Officer Ship Material
Readiness Course, which is like the Senior Officer Material Readiness
Course, but we call it JOSMARC. We found that there was much
more we could do from a navigation, seamanship, and ship handling
perspective, so we have developed the OOD Phase I course and the
OOD Phase II course, based on the LCS training.
That LCS OOD training has been so successful that we are bringing it
to the rest of the fleet. An officer will graduate from BDOC, then they
go to the OOD Phase I course, which is an assessment – they have to
pass that, or they can’t go on to their division officer tour. We suspect
that the majority of people will pass this initial assessment training.
Prior to the start of ADOC, they’ll go through the OOD Phase II
course. That, however, is a “go /no go” assessment--the first of three
“go /no go” assessments. If they do not pass that OOD Phase II
course, then they do not go out and do a second division officer tour.
That’s a sea change. We’ve never had that before.
If I’m on a full 48-month tour, do I go in the middle of that?
Correct. If a junior officer is going fleet-up on the ship to be the
navigator, fire control officer, or the DCA, for example, the CO has
the flexibility to send that officer at the 24 to 30 month point, when
it makes the most sense for the ship since that officer is coming back
to the ship. They still have to go to OOD Phase II and pass it before
they can go to the Advanced Division Officer Course. After they go
back, they will do their Billet Specialty Training (BST), to train them
for their particular job on the ship.
So, we looked at the career path and made some adjustments.
We looked at the assessment piece and we added 10 assessments
throughout the career path. Three of those assessments are “go /
no go” – the first one is that OOD Phase II, the second is the SWOS
Command Assessment, and the third is between the XO tour and the
CO tour when they go back up to Newport for three weeks, which
includes a PCO “go /no go” assessment. If they do not pass that,
they can’t take command of the ship. We’ve been doing it for about a
year. In that time, we’ve had five PCOs who were previously the XO
of a ship for 18 months, came to Newport and didn’t pass it-- they
ended up not taking command of the ship. We put a new officer in.

properly managing the contact picture.
Following 2017, we looked at every collision, allusion and
grounding. While each one has its own set of contributing and
causal factors, we found that over the last 25 years or so, all of
them have the same six traits of a mishap ship.
The first is that someone did not do, or chose not to do, something
they were trained, certified, or qualified to do; such as calling the
captain, or setting a sea and anchor detail, or something like that.
The second is that the ship had a near-miss in the weeks prior to
the actual event and did nothing about it.
Another thing we found was poor log keeping, which is an indication
of organizational drift. For example, if the engineer figures out
that the captain and the XO - , “Well, the navigator and the
XO, the CO, they never really read the deck log,” - aren’t really
reading the engineering log, or one of the quartermasters figures
it out they start lowering the standards themselves. Especially when
you get into a time-sensitive situation, they end up not meeting
that standard. If they did, there’d be a lot more information. The
fourth common factor was poor watch team coordination between
the bridge and CIC--which is probably not a surprise. Another is
poor risk management -- making decisions without thinking about
the second and third and fourth order effects. The last was that the
ships were considered above average at the time of the incident.
We put together an Afloat Bridge Resource Management
Workshop using our Strategic Sealift Officers (SSO) who are
reservists, who are all master mariners in their regular jobs.
They come aboard and conduct a two and a half day event,
underway. They’ll discuss, “Hey, this is how we talk when we’re in
the merchant; this is how we set up our radar; this is how we use
our radar.” We received such great positive feedback from the
Afloat Bridge Resource Management Workshop that we added
in a Post Major Command CO Mentors. I felt after identifying
the six common traits of a mishap ship this was the most important
thing that we could do to try to prevent the next collision, allision,
or grounding. We have a formal training process where those

Is there any remediation, a way to “get well” after that?
There is remediation – they get three attempts. They do it and don’t
pass; they’ll get some remediation. Because, quite honestly, there is a
little bit of “trainerism” with the simulators. Sometimes it’s just getting
used to where the radar is, for example. We let them practice, then
they get a second attempt. If they fail that, we give them full-on
remediation, and on the third try the CO of SWOS is the evaluator.
This is career-ending if you don’t pass it. We’ve had five people
that have not passed it. It’s the right thing to do because if you can’t
navigate and drive your ship, you can’t command your ship. All the
feedback that we’ve gotten from every single PCO that’s gone
through the course is that it is a fair assessment.
Are there any common reasons for failure?
Not really. Failing criteria would be a collision; a close call; or not

NAVAL BASE SAN DIEGO (Feb. 5, 2019) Vice Adm. Rich Brown, commander
of Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet (CNSP), speaks to damage control
assistants and senior damage controlmen at the Damage Control Waterfront
Engagement (DCWE). The DCWE is an opportunity for surface ships to align
their damage control efforts and training and to learn about upcoming
damage control changes. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class Jacob I. Allison)
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Would they have more than one ship that they are mentoring?
Yes, one captain will do two or three ships a year, but we’re trying
not to overload them because they do have day jobs.
Not every post major command captain gets to do this. Rear
Adm. Jesse Wilson and I along, with SURFLANT on the East Coast,
approves each one. When looking at those “common factors in
mishap ship,” we realized that if we get after that, we solve 90%
of the problem. It’s one of the things that I’m the most excited
about.

SASEBO, Japan (Aug.1, 2018) Mineman 3rd Class Nowell Kenner, assigned
to the Avenger-class mine countermeasures ship USS Patriot (MCM 7), speaks
with Vice Adm. Rich Brown, commander of Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific
Fleet (CNSP), aboard Patriot. Brown's first visit to Sasebo as CNSP provided
him the opportunity to engage the waterfront and discuss the future of the
surface warfare community, the importance of command, and achieving success
in the Surface Force by focusing on the following guiding principles of good
stewardship, professional development and safety. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 2nd Class Michael Molina)

post major command captains get trained up in how to identify and
address the six common factors. Then they go out on the ships during
the Afloat Bridge Resource Management Workshop. This is only for
the commanding officer. There is not a report that goes to the ISIC,
SURFLANT or SURFPAC– it only goes to the CO.
That post major command O-6 is observing briefs, evolutions,
watching the watch teams, and he’s looking for those six common
factors of a mishap ship. Then he can provide the info right back to
the COs.
Where do you get these mentors?
The waterfront. We have captains on the Third Fleet staff and other
staffs, as well as captains on my staff that are post major command
COs that we train up and go out and do it.
Is this mentorship only for the period of the ABRM workshop, or
does it last longer, or is he or she going to be my shipmate for a
long time so that I can reach back for advice when needed?

The second major thing that we did at the unit level was to
change the Surface Force Readiness Manual to the Surface Force
Training and Readiness Manual. We got all the captains together
and asked, “Hey, what really bothered you in command?” What
we heard was that there were so many assist teams, inspections
and certifications—like MTT (Mobile Training Team), MOB-E
(Mobility-Engineering), and OPPE (Operational Propulsion Plant
Examination). They start off by telling you how bad you were, then
they work with you. After that you are the best ship in the fleet.
The next team then comes aboard and does the same thing.
We all talked about this and decided to change it. We merged
Afloat Training Group (ATG) Pacific and Engineering Assessment
Pacific into one body. Because ATG is heavily senior enlisted, and
EAP is primarily lieutenant commander and above--with some
lieutenant LDOs--they look at life differently. What we did was
put the “Big T” – Training – into ATG and made the assessment
portion of ATG a “little a.” That was the main thing.
On the Surface Force Readiness Manual, it called for block training,
but it was really block assessment. There was training happening,
but training wasn’t the focus. For example, for engineering, you
went through Mob-E, 1.0, that was in the maintenance phase.
Then you went to 1.1. Then you went to 1.2. And then Mob-E 1.3A. Mob-E 1.3-B. Mob-E 1.3-C., which was all ATG, and took 16
weeks to do. Then EAP would come on board for the singular event
of Mob E, and the ship would fail.
So, we said, “It’s not working. Let’s redo it.” We got rid of the
block training and went to focused training availabilities. We
merged things, and really focused on certifying the watch teams

That’s exactly what we wanted to have happen and we’re finding that
it is happening. Our goal was not to impose a mentorship program
on our COs. They might not like their mentor. But what we’re finding
is that the COs like it so much they end up calling their mentor, “Hey,
I got a question for you.” That dialog is continuing.
Especially if they know that it’s not going to go anywhere.
And it doesn’t go anywhere. It can’t be your commodore. Right?
“Hey, Commodore, I think I’m doing this wrong.” But an experienced
post major command captain coming onboard and just saying, “Hey,
Captain, this is what I thought I saw. You might want to look at this.”
Or, “Hey, you’re doing this really well!”
How many of those do you have right now?
We’ve done 26. We have eight post major command O-6s trained
on the west coast and we’re rapidly getting to that number on the
east coast.
4

PACIFIC OCEAN (March 16, 2018) Vice Adm. Rich Brown, commander
of Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, addresses the crew of the
Independence-class littoral combat ship USS Coronado (LCS 4) from the
bridge over the ship's intercom system. Coronado is one of eight littoral
combat ships homeported in San Diego. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 1st Class Marcus L. Stanley)
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first, as opposed to certifying the training teams. We found that we
were training and certifying our most junior and inexperienced watch
standers because all the senior and experienced watch standers
were on the training teams. This didn’t make any sense to me.
So now we certify the watch teams first. ATG comes on board, they
write all the drill packages and impose all the drills and conduct the
training, then they do their assessment. After that’s done, the ship
presents their training teams, and then ATG trains the training teams.
We believe that we can get to watch team certification faster. We’re
now able to take the time that was devoted to this 24-week process,
back to the CO to do what he or she needs or wants to do with the
crew. We’ve set the foundation for the COs to make this drive to a
culture of excellence. If they get their watch team certified in 10 to
12 weeks and their training teams certified in, let’s say 4 weeks, they
now have 8 weeks of time that’s just brought back into their schedule.
So, if your ship is in good shape and you pass, you don’t need to
go through the whole 24-week workup?
That’s right. That was our hypothesis and that’s what we’re seeing.
We just started in January, but we already have a list of ships that
have certified early. We’re also hearing from the ATG and the
engineering assessors that the ships are better trained. Because
there’s a steady-strain approach with the trainers that, “Hey, ship,
you’re not getting STO – Safe-to-Operate – in your engineering
plant. This is how you get STO.” And because they’re there all the
time, that STO is maintaining and the ship gets it! They know how to
do it. There’s not this, they come on board for four days, you fight
three days to get Safe to Operate, then they run a couple of drill
sets. They leave and then they don’t show up again for another six
weeks, and all of a sudden you fight trying to get Safe-to-Operate.
They’re finding that the programs the ships are responsible for--the
tag out logs, lube oil quality – are getting to effective faster and
they’re maintaining in effective throughout the training cycle because
they’re actually training the ship on how to do it, as opposed to just
assessing the ship. It’s all incredibly successful.
We will adjust, and it will take three years. We’re only going to put a

SAN DIEGO (Feb. 7, 2019) Vice Adm. Richard Brown, commander of
Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, speaks to the newest class of Basic
Division Officer Course (BDOC) students. BDOC is a nine-week course
focused on division leadership and is the Surface Warfare Officer (SWO)
career path's initial training. During the event, Brown reminded the new
students that they have joined the fleet during the return of Great Power
Competitions and told them to be combat ready and battle-minded in
order to turn their readiness training into combat lethality in support of
the National Defense Strategy. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class Jacob I. Allison)

third of the force through the basic phase each year. We’re going
to run it this year; we’ll do an evaluation; but all the indications
are, right now, is that we’re getting it.
What about all of the recommendations from the Readiness
Reform and Oversight Council following the Comprehensive
Review regarding the ship incidents of 2017?
The RROC made 111 recommendations. As of today, 91 of those
recommendations have been implemented, which doesn’t mean
that they’re entirely complete, but they have been addressed.
We’re looking at commercial off-the-shelf radars for a tertiary
radar, as well as the next generation surface search radar.
There is a huge body of work we’re into, but from my perspective,
I had to go after the career path, and I had to go after the unit
level training and make the adjustments there. We did that in
2018. We had to drive the surface force back to a culture of
compliance and comply with the standard.
Out of the six Common Factors of a Mishap Ship, the first one is
something someone didn’t do – or chose not to do – which they
were trained, certified, and qualified to do. That’s compliance.
But compliance doesn’t win wars. Compliance produces survivors.
Excellence produces winners.

PEARL HARBOR (April 12, 2018) Vice Adm. Richard A. Brown, commander of
Naval Surface Forces/Naval Surface Force U.S. Pacific Fleet, delivers remarks
on the flight deck of the guided-missile destroyer USS John Paul Jones (DDG
53) during an all-hands call. The visit provides Brown an opportunity to receive
feedback from Sailors as well as thank them for their hard work. (U.S. Navy
photo by Mass Communications Specialist 2nd Class Melvin J. Gonzalvo)

We established the foundation in 2018 – or re-established it in
some cases because it was always there, we re-emphasized it –
then we set the conditions for the COs to run with it. That’s the
feedback we’re getting: The COs really feel empowered that they
can run with this, and now I’m pushing the surface force in this drive
to excellence.
5
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a Baseline 8 cruiser, which gives them much of the Baseline 9
advantages without having to rip out all the consoles.
Then we have our BMD cruisers. I know that there’s a lot of
discussion about whether those cruisers are going to remain in
service or not. But as we build up the DDGs and we incorporate
the Baseline 9, which has an inherent BMD capability, some say we
might not need the BMD cruisers anymore. The team at OPNAV
N-96 is getting after that and making the right decisions.
The Flight III DDG is going to be incredibly capable. That’ll be a
Baseline 10 cruiser with the AMDR, the Advanced Missile Defense
Radar, which is the solid state AESA (Active Electronically Scanned
Array) radar. It’s an incredible radar. That coupled with SM-6
missile, will make it one of the most formidable ships in the world,
hands down.
ARLINGTON, Va. (Jan. 15, 2019) Vice Adm. Richard A. Brown, commander
of Naval Surface Forces and Naval Surface Force U.S. Pacific Fleet, delivers
remarks at the State of the Surface Forces panel during the Surface Naval
Association's 31st National Symposium. This year's theme "Ready, Agile,
Focused: Own the Fight!" and the event provided an opportunity to highlight the
Surface Navy's vision for the future. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Kashif Basharat)

Let’s talk a little bit about some of the ships that you have. Tell
me about cruisers and cruiser modernization; how we’re doing
with our new DDGs that we’re getting and transitioning to Flight
III—the next generation of the DDG. And I’d like to hear about
LCS, as we’re getting ready to deploy them again.
I’ll hit LCS first. LCS is now delivering at pace. We are now building
out divisions. We have the SUW surface division, we have the MCM
divisions, and then we have the ASW divisions.

How about the amphibs?
In the amphib world, I will tell you that I would have loved to have
commanded one of our LPD-17’s. They are just incredible ships.
The hull design is so good, that as we look to start replacing the
LSD, we’ll replace them with an LPD Flight 2. The ship will have
the same basic hull but will also have the capabilities and functions
of an LSD.
The amphib force is in great shape right now. From a materiel
standpoint, they’re doing well. The transition of the big decks –
from AV-8B Harriers to the Joint Strike Fighter – is bringing an
entirely new dynamic to the high-end fight. Essex deployed with
F-35, and Wasp is on her second patrol now with F-35. As we get
carrier-based F-35C’s out in the fleet, they can also support those
Marines on the beach. The F-35 is going to be a game changer.
It already is.

We’re starting to deliver the MCM mission package. Tulsa is
commissioned. Charleston is commissioned. Sioux City finished out the
delivery on the East Coast. Wichita is delivering. They’re coming at
pace. We’re going to have two LCS deployments: Montgomery and
Gabrielle Gifford from the West Coast. That will be the beginning of
an LCS always being forward deployed.

Are we upgrading them so the deck can handle the higher
exhaust temperatures?

We’re standing up the shore-based Maintenance Execution Teams
(METs). They’ll go IOC in fiscal year 2020. When Montgomery
goes over, it’ll still be a contracted maintenance, but that will quickly
transition to the MET's concept.

What about LCS mission packages? They can also be deployed
from other platforms, to some extent.

Will the METs be manned by sailors?
They’ll be sailors. And on the East Coast, Detroit is deploying next
year. It looks like it’s going to be a SOUTHCOM deployment to the
Fourth Fleet AOR. People need to remember that it’s a single mission
ship. But in that single mission, it is incredibly capable with the pieces
and parts of the MCM and ASW modules delivered to the ships.
They are minimally manned because they are single-mission ships,
but in those single missions, they will perform well, and I have a lot
of confidence in them. As you know, we’re still building DDGs. We’ve
got, I think, 68 commissioned right now. We have more Flight IIA’s
being built, and then the Flight III’s after that.
The DDG is the work horse of the fleet. We’re operating the DDG’s
to the Baseline 9 combat system, it is the best baseline that we’ve
ever put together and incredibly capable. For the cruisers, 22 of
them we have a few that are in the service life extension, and they’re
all being upgraded to Baseline 9 cruisers. We put Baseline 9 on
6

Wasp and Essex are already upgraded; America is just finished.
Tripoli will be built for F-35, as will Bougainville, and mods are
planned for Kearsarge, Iwo Jima, Makin Island and Boxer. That’s
coming at pace.

I think we’re really looking at that in the MCM (Mine Counter
Measure) world. The LCS MCM force will have four ships in each
of the divisions. We hope to have 12 LCS that are primarily
configured for MCM. That’s not enough. But you can put that
mission package on really anything and operate it.
On ESBs, the EPFs, or fleet tugs, or really any other thing, you just
have to do the “man, train, and equip” for the personnel that are
going to operate that equipment. I can see that being a huge
game changer for our ability to deliver mine counter measure
operations in the future. We’re looking at that. We’re already
doing the experimentation.
We are standing up the Surface Development Squadron, and we’ll
now have a focal point to do this type of experimentation. The
SURFDEVRON is going to own ships and unmanned vehicles. It’s
going to be a squadron where we can marry up the hardware with
the tactics development – we’re especially working in conjunction
with SMWDC – which is something the surface forces have never
done before. SMWDC does a lot of tactics development, but they
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also do a lot of other things. The SURFDEVRON is not only tactics
development, but it’s going to be the venue for rapid experimentation.
So, you mentioned SMWDC. What can you say about the young
officers that are going there, becoming warfare tactics instructors
(WTIs), and are coming up with new ideas and concepts?
It’s a low density/high demand asset. Everybody wants SMWDC now.
They are making a huge impact. Especially in two areas; The WTI
program, where we’re putting the warfare tactics instructors, as every
year we get another hundred, and the training and the methodology
that they go through is paying dividends.
Every DESRON that gets a WTI says, “Oh my God, how did we do
this without a WTI before?” WTIs are able to quickly develop new
TTPs, they solve real-world problems, and they get the new TTPs out
to the operating forces really, really quick. That’s the first area.
The second area is in the SWATT – Surface Warfare Advanced
Tactical Training. The aviation community always had their basic and
advanced phase of training, followed by the integrated phase. The
surface community went from basic phase to full integrated training
with nothing in the middle. So SWATT is now the surface community’s
advanced phase of training. This is high-end training for the high-end
fight. We started with the carrier strike groups (CSGs) and we’re
extending that to the expeditionary strike groups (ESGs).
Now our mindset is, “you don’t go across the International Dateline
unless you’ve had advanced training.” The WTIs help conduct that
training, everyone wants some of what SMWDC offers. We just
completed the first FDNF-J SWATT, and the feedback we’re getting
is, that it is incredible. It exemplifies the push from the culture of
compliance to a culture of excellence. We recently held the Surface
Warfare Commanders Conference, our first ever, and it was a
two-day discussion of the high-end fight. It was conducted at the
special access program level. We had never done that before. It
was followed up with the Commanders Training Symposium that was
conducted at the TS-SCI level.

We’ve got the best – hands down. Everything we’ve accomplished
here in the last 14 or 15 months, it’s all the captains and
commanders that did this. The crews are phenomenal on the ships,
and the reason why the United States Navy is SO good, is because
of our concept of command. We have valued command for over
241 years. It’s the way we command that makes us a powerful and
formidable force.
Our adversaries know that our commanding officers understand
mission command, and they can go out and execute the mission
even if we lose all communications. They’re going to go out;
they’re going to fight; they’re going to win; and they’re going to
come back home.
In the first P-4 message that I released when I assumed command,
I said that I value command above all else. But with that, comes
incredible responsibility and accountability. Because we have
such a unique way that we command in the United States Navy, it
comes with incredible responsibility and accountability. My job is
to make sure that they have everything they need to be successful,
and they can reach back to us and say, “I need this,” and we’re
pretty responsive to them.
What are your 2019 goals?
I established them in January of 2018, to remind the staff what
our job is, and we’ve updated them. The three over-arching goals
are exactly the same -- we’re going to deploy ships that are
CASREP free and manned at 90 to 95 percent. We had ships
going into the integrated phase without having finished their basic
phase of training, so in 2018 we wanted all ships to complete the
basic phase of training prior to COMPTUEX. We finally made it!
In 2019, the goal is “all ships will be basic phase complete prior to
SWATT,” and we’re right on track to meet that. As I said, we have
the sensational drive to deploy CASREP free – not on paper, in

You’re talking serious threats, capabilities and tactics.
Right. And for the high-end fight. If we were thinking “compliance”
regarding a special access program, we would want to limit the
number of people that are read into that; but because we’re thinking
“excellence,” now it’s, “Hey, who SHOULD be read into that.” Talking
about the high-end fight – fully formed – was eye opening to an
incredible amount of people. That’s an example of this push to
excellence.
Another example is the Surface Force Training and Readiness Manual
– how we’re setting the foundations for our COs to take it and push
to this excellence. Doing the Commander's Training Symposium at
the TS-SCI level is hard to do, and to be able to get those people
away from their jobs to attend. It’s the right thing to do, because we
have to talk about it. The Afloat Bridge Resource Management and
bringing the CO’s together with a post-major command mentor.
We are in a great power competition again with two resurgent
nations – Russia and China – and they are high end fights. This is not
delivering ordnance in Afghanistan and Iraq with 100% sea control
which we’ve enjoyed for the last 28 years.
Let me give you an opportunity to say something about your staff
and about the surface force, about the people that you have.

NAVAL BASE SAN DIEGO, Calif. (Dec. 4, 2018) Vice Adm. Rich Brown,
Commander, Naval Surface Force U.S. Pacific Fleet, tours the main engine
room of the guided-missile cruiser USS Bunker Hill (CG 52) with Capt.
Kurt Sellerberg, the ship's commanding officer. During the visit Brown also
spoke with crewmembers, government employees and civilian contractors
who are performing repairs and upgrades on the ship following a recent
deployment. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd
Class Alex Millar)
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We have a good sense, but, as you know, you get stuff that breaks
that you didn’t expect to break.
What can you tell me about the Maritime Skills Logbook?
We got that out fast. We considered all kinds of high-tech solutions.
I actually had to say, “No.” Because I needed the officers to pull
the thing out, look at it often, and initial it. The JOs love it. They’re
trying to get as much time as they can on the bridge so they can
log one more hour.
The COs are completely involved in it. My Force Master Chief
was underway on a ship and was up in the CO’s cabin and
sends me a picture – it’s all the JOs’ logbooks, because he was
doing the quarterly review on them. That’s huge. That’s just the
professionalization of our community.
NAVAL AMPHIBIOUS BASE CORONADO, Calif. (Oct. 19, 2018) Vice Adm.
Richard Brown, commander of Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet (CNSP),
tours a landing craft utility (LCU) from Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 1 at Naval
Amphibious Base Coronado. During Brown's visit he stressed building a culture
of excellence and being prepared to turn readiness into lethality (U.S. Navy
photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Jacob I. Allison)

reality – because you can’t leave redundancy at the pier for the highend fight. You have to go in the high-end fight with combat-ready
ships and combat-ready crews. Deploying a ship with 45 CASREPs –
which we had been doing – means that ship is not ready for the highend fight. We’re down to the zero, one, two, or three, and the ones
and twos are things that I consciously defer to the next maintenance
cycle and it has nothing to do with redundancy—it might just be a
departure from specification.
So, you evaluate that risk when you make that decision.
Right. If I have two sides of the SigPro and one side is down, I’m not
deferring that – that’s going to be fixed before that ship goes. If I
have six fire pumps – all six are going to be working before the ship
goes. Because if you have four of six fire pumps, as soon as you clear
the sea buoy, what’s going to happen? What I want to do is leave
with six, so when I clear the sea buoy, and now I’m down to five of
six, we can deal with that.

The logbook starts on Day 1 in BDOC, because the logbook
records your simulator time.
So, all their simulator time counts?
All of it. Then when they go to their ship, and they go into the
NSSTs (Navigation, Seamanship and Ship Handling Trainer), they
log it and it all counts. When the officer’s leaving the ship, the
CO tallies it all up –all the watches, special evolutions, simulator
time—and it goes in the officer’s file. We have to run this for five
years or so before I even know what the data is telling us. We
need metrics. But it’s too soon for the logbook.
We can measure things such as progression from BDOC to ADOC
to department head, as an example, or I use the SWOS Command
Assessment that I started in 2013 when I was CO of SWOS-those officers are just showing up now in 2019. It takes time. With
all these changes that we put into the career path, with the 10
assessments, the three “go / go-no” assessments, the first year a
CO shows up on board and goes, “I relieve you sir,” that’s had
the entire training continuum – BDOC, OOD Phase I, OOD Phase

Here’s the sea change. A ship won’t cross the international dateline if
they’re leaving redundancy. If they have a combat systems casualty
that’s reducing their level of combat readiness, we fix it before we
send them over. That is hard, hard work. We’ve been criticized for
the number of times we’ve cannibalized a part from one ship to get
something over to one who needs it more. But if we take a part off a
ship, we’ll replace it when the new part comes, whether its two weeks
or two months. Either way, we’re always replacing it.
Some of those cannibalized parts may be long-lead items, so if I
have a ship that has just returned from deployment and it’s in a
15-month maintenance availability, I’m pulling the part off the ship.
Do you closely track that “configuration management,” so you
know where everything is?
We have it very closely tracked, everybody gets paid back. When
they come out, it’s their turn. We look at sparing very closely, as well.
But even if we get sparing 100% right, things are going to break
that we don’t have a part for.
But we’ve had DDGs and CGs and these ships around long
enough we should know what level we need to have spares for.
8

SAN DIEGO (October 12, 2018) Vice Adm. Richard Brown, commander of
Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, delivers remarks during a change
of command ceremony for Mine Countermeasures Squadron 3 at Naval
Base San Diego. The change of command ceremony is a time-honored
naval tradition in which complete command and responsibility is passed
from one commander to the next. (U.S. Navy Photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Jacob I. Allison)
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2, ADOC, department head, SWOS Command Assessment, Surface
Commander’s Course, PCO Go / No Go assessment will be 2035.
And that doesn’t include the major command assessment. This is a
long game. This is not a quick fix.
Some people missed the point of what we were doing when we did
the OOD assessments. We did the OOD assessments because we
wanted to baseline it. We didn’t go and do the OOD assessments
on the best OODs; we did the OOD assessments on guys that had
recently received their letter for two weeks. We were able to create
a normal distribution Bell-curve of performance, from “significant
problems, to some problems, to no problems.” That got translated
into, “Oh, half the surface force doesn’t know how to drive ships.”
That isn’t the case. They weren’t unsafe, and there was not a direct
correlation between safety and problems. But we did that so we
could move that Bell curve. That’s how we developed the OOD
Phase 1 and Phase 2 course, based on that information.
And in 2020 we’re doing a JOOD course. Which is a 4-week version
of the OOD course that will hit in 2021, but we didn’t want to wait
until 2021. Once we have a number of graduates of the JOOD
course, and those officers have their OOD letters, we’ll do the OOD
assessment again, with the same scenarios, same test questions,
because what we want to see is, “Did we move the curve?” This is not
just an assessment of the officers; it’s also the assessment of “is our
training actually producing what we think it produces?”

Task Force IAMD Navies Link Their
Networks to Share Tracks, Engage
Targets

Formidable Shield Proves Value and Capability of an
I don’t let ensigns go to the ships anymore prior to BDOC. A CO is Integrated, Multi-National Missile Defense Task Force
I can’t imagine going to a ship without having had this course.

going to think the ensigns should be standing watch in the pilot house,
but I don’t send the ensign there until he or she is qualified to stand
that watch, which removes that pressure off the CO. That’s why I did
it. The other reason why, is I want the ensign showing up with the full
tool bag when they walk across the corded area.
And some confidence.
And they have that, because they will have gone through BDOC,
and the COVE ship handling training. They learn, “Hey, how do you
maneuver your ship around the pier?” They learn relative motion,
CPAs, and making calls.
The JOOD course, which will become the OOD Phase 1 course, puts
them in medium density traffic, high intensity situations, and they do
it over and over again.
We talk about in extremis extraction – when the ship is in extremis,
you have to be able to extract the ship. Officers can be in extremis
and not realize it. We have to train them what extremis looks like.
You have to train what extremis looks like before it’s a 40-yard CPA.
Step one is to recognize that the ship is in extremis. Step two is to
know how to get the ship out of extremis. It’s a two-step process. You
can’t do that on a real ship, you can’t do that on a YP. You can only
do that in a simulator over and over again.
We’ve been doing that in our LCS simulators, and we’re training very
competent watch standers. So, we’re going to repeat that process
for LSDs, LPDs, CGs, DDGs, LHAs, LHDs, mine sweeps, and PCs.
Is this the logbook? This won’t fit in my pocket.
You can have that one. We got plenty of them.
Thank you. I’ll start filling out. Can I backdate it?
No!

BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

Formidable Shield 2019 (FS 19) was a wargame made difficult
by design. Thirteen different ships from nine navies, using their
different combat systems connected though different national
networks, were linked up to track and engage targets in space,
in a realistic scenario involving a hotly contested multi-domain
environment.
FS 19 was conducted by Naval Striking and Support Forces NATO
on behalf of U.S. 6th Fleet and took place at the Hebrides Range
in the vicinity of the Western Isles of Scotland in May.
“We had 10 live missile engagements: everything from subsonic
ground-launched targets, supersonic air-launched targets, and
ballistic targets,” said Capt. Shanti Sethi, commander of Task Force
64 (CTF 64), and the officer in tactical command of NATO Task
Force Integrated Air and Missile Defense (IAMD). “We had some
great live-fire engagements and that really brings the excitement
and interest up. But in the end, what we really did, was prove the
capability of operating as a multi-national, integrated force.”
Canada, Denmark, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
the United Kingdom, and the United States participated with 13
ships, aircraft, and approximately 3,300 personnel to the exercise.
Belgium, Germany, and Poland also had staff officers embarked
with Task Group IAMD. Sethi said FS 19 involved an incredibly
complex data link that crossed the Mediterranean to NAMFI
(NATO Missile Firing Installation) range in Crete, where they were
simultaneously conducting Rapid Arrow NATO Patriot Certification
exercise on the same datalink, as well as Aegis Ashore in Hawaii.
Together they provided a bigger and better picture to the
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shared out. The beauty of that is, if we were using the UK to data
forward, it would go through their datalink architecture. If we
used USS Roosevelt or USS Carney, it would use their US datalink
architecture.”
Sethi’s flagship was the Danish flexible support ship HDMS
Absalon, where she was both ensuring the exercise events were
occurring as scheduled and was also deeply immersed in fighting
the opposing force (OPFOR) during the war game. “We spent
a lot of time deeply in the scenario,” Sethi said. “We had a
very healthy OPFOR (opposing force) who were very deeply
invested in their ‘OPFOR-ness.’ But at the same time, I was running
the exercise because there’s just a lot going on – as much as we
wanted to be completely operational, as soon as, you start firing
missiles, you can’t be.”
Femino said he was ashore at the range and interfacing with the
range coordinators and Missile Defense Agency representatives,
because they have a very set way that they do tests. “My job
was to manage that, so the commodore could fight and execute
out at sea.”

ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 11, 2019) The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile
destroyer USS Roosevelt (DDG 80) fires an SM-3 missile during exercise
Formidable Shield 2019. Formidable Shield is designed to improve allied
interoperability in a live-fire, integrated air and missile defense environment
using NATO command and control reporting structures. Nine nations are
participating by contributing ships and aircraft, including Canada, Denmark,
France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, the United Kingdom and the
United States. (Photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Susan
Damman)

command and control team sitting at NATO Allied Air Command
(AIRCOM) in Ramstein, Germany. “There were lower level, lowertier endo-atmospheric intercepts at the same time that we were
doing exo-atmospheric intercepts. These all take significant demands
and provide a lot of information to the leadership, so they were
seeing geographically separated and mission separated events
simultaneously,” Sethi said.

“It was really valuable having him at the range and understanding
all of our objectives, and building those relationships,” Sethi
added. “With 13 nations involved, this exercise is tremendously
relationship-oriented. They all want to go home and point to
success.”
Flexible flagship
Absalon is a frigate-like flexible support ship. “They have a
modularized cargo section – they call it their ‘flex deck’ – and we
had three modules that are basically cargo containers that are
connected together. One was set up as a meeting room, and the
others were planning spaces. Up on the control deck right next to
their operations center was a staff room with two consoles and
several other computer stations. So the battle watch captains and
the ops folks who were doing the active day-to-day management

As the NATO authority responsible for overseeing NATO IAMD,
Allied Air Command participates with the Ballistic Missile Defence
Operations Centre (BMDOC) at Ramstein, Germany, providing
command and control of engagements. NATO Airborne Early
Warning and Control Force aircraft were employed during the
exercise to deliver air command and control training and airspace
deconfliction for exercise participants.
“All of the national architectures are bespoke–they’re all their own
architecture, just like ours is. From there, it goes into the NATO point
of presence, and from then on it is a uniform NATO Communications
and Information Agency (NCIA) architecture. There is an air
defense network and a ballistic missile defense network, and they’re
separated because they’re two very large networks,” said Sethi.
“We have a local line-of-sight datalink for the ships and aircraft.
One of those ships or aircraft is designated as a data forwarder so
that all of the information gets consolidated at the data forwarder
and goes through whichever national structure that platform uses,”
said Capt. Joseph Femino, prospective CTF 64 commander. “We
used the Danish HDMS Abasalon as the flagship, so it went through
the Danish architecture and into the NATO architecture where it was
10

LISBON, Portugal (May 29, 2019) Vice Adm. Lisa Franchetti, commander of
U.S. 6th Fleet and commander of Naval Striking and Support Forces NATO
(STRIKFORNATO) delivers remarks at a distinguished visitor event led by
STRIKFORNATO in Lisbon, Portugal, marking the final event of Formidable
Shield 2019, May 29, 2019. U.S. 6th Fleet, headquartered in Naples, Italy,
conducts the full spectrum of joint and naval operations, often in concert
with allied and interagency partners, in order to advance U.S. national
interests and security and stability in Europe and Africa. (U.S. Navy photo
by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Jonathan Nelson/Released)
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of the exercise were up there; and the people who needed to pull
out charts and figure out where we were going next and plan for the
48 hours and out, they were down in the cargo spaces. We were split,
and when we came together up in the morning in the ops room for
the morning brief, and down in the cargo container for the afternoon
brief where we conducted some longer, more detailed briefings,”
Sethi said. “We had space and computers for everybody. It was a
very efficient set up.”
Sethi had a multinational staff of 25 aboard the Absalon, immersed
in a scenario that involved much more than missile defense. “We did
ASW exercises in conjunction with the P-8s and the helicopters; and
we did air defense exercises with four F-16s and four Royal Air Force
Typhoons going at each other. Most of my staff met on April 29th
and we started shooting things on May 2nd, and we had a staff that
managed that beautifully,” Sethi said. “We had a couple of officers
who were seriously experienced from the previous exercise, and they
helped everybody else at sea who was brand new. The officers the
navies picked were just superior caliber and had the ability to work
the entire spectrum of warfare.”
Her staff also included a significant datalink management cell.
“We had people from Surface Warfare Officers School, the USS
Roosevelt, from carrier strike groups, and we even had a Marine from
an airwing in California, all who came out specifically to provide that
datalink management. They came away with huge, exercise-level
complexity experience to take back to their own commands.”
Despite the complexity, the network worked. “We have all these
nations together, and we’re pushing tracks at the speed of light,”
Femino said. “Each nation is managing national requirements,
networks, satellite systems, and classification processes that the rest
of us don’t know or understand. And yet we were able to manage all
that data paths and shooters and sensors, in a full network of sensors,
to do IAMD event. It’s beyond a proof of concept. It’s a repeated
demonstration, and we’re eventually moving towards a persistent
capability.”
Testing to the limits
All of the ships that had an objective to track a ballistic target
through some phase of flight, were successfully able to track it and
then provide some level of information through the link. “We’re
still doing data analysis to validate exactly what was sent, which
allows us to understand that radar’s capability against these types
of tracks, and the ability to get that information into U.S. channels to
cue AEGIS Ashore or a U.S. BMD ship,” said Femino. “So that level
of success was also huge.”
“A lot of what we were doing was testing to see the limits,” Sethi said.
“We even had the Aegis Ashore site in Hawaii in the network, which
was simulating its position as being in the Atlantic, and Italy queued
AEGIS Ashore – Hawaii’s engagement. Obviously, it doesn’t have
an organic track, so it needs a track from someone. This was a test
where we were tracking the target at boost phase, so we had several
countries that tracked it, we put it over the datalink, and Hawaii
simulated an engagement based on the data provided to them.”
The Navy’s Pacific Missile Range Facility on Kauai is a world class
test, evaluation and training facility, where most of the BMD testing is
accomplished. “If you’re an Italian ship, for example, going to Hawaii
to track that kind of target is just too far to go. But in Formidable
Shield we were launching ballistic targets off a safe range from the

LISBON, Portugal (May 29, 2019) U.S. Navy Adm. James G. Foggo III, left,
commander of U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa and commander of Joint
Allied Force Command Naples, Italy, U.S. Navy Vice Adm. Lisa Franchetti,
right, commander of U.S. 6th Fleet and commander of Naval Striking and
Support Forces NATO (STRIKFORNATO), and Royal Navy Rear Adm. Guy
Robinson, deputy commander of STRIKFORNATO, at a distinguished visitor
event led by STRIKFORNATO in Lisbon, Portugal, marking the final event of
Formidable Shield 2019 . U.S. 6th Fleet, headquartered in Naples, Italy,
conducts the full spectrum of joint and naval operations, often in concert
with allied and interagency partners, in order to advance U.S. national
interests and security and stability in Europe and Africa. (U.S. Navy photo
by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Jonathan Nelson/Released)

ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 13, 2019) HNOMS Otto Sverdrup (F312), ITS
Bergamini (F590), and USS Carney (DDG 64) steam in formation behind
the Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS Roosevelt (DDG
80) during exercise Formidable Shield 2019. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 1st Class Susan Damman/Released)

ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 9, 2019) Ships steam in formation during exercise
Formidable Shield 19. Formidable Shield is designed to improve allied
interoperability in a live-fire, integrated air and missile defense environment
using NATO command and control reporting structures. Nine nations
are participating by contributing ships and aircraft, including Canada,
Denmark, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, the United Kingdom
and the United States.(U.S. Navy Photo by Mass Communication Specialist
1st Class Susan Damman)
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ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 12, 2019) Sailors stationed aboard the Arleigh
Burke Class guided-missile destroyer USS Carney (DDG 64) standby on the
forecastle as a shot line is fired to the Lewis and Clark-class dry cargo ship
USNS Medgar Evers (T-AKE-13) for a replenishment at sea during Formidable
Shied 19, May 12, 2019. Formidable Shield is designed to improve allied
interoperability in a live-fire integrated air and missile defense environment,
using NATO command and control reporting structures. (U.S. Navy photo by
Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Fred Gray IV/Released)

OEIRAS, Portugal - Vice Admiral Lisa M. Franchetti and her Naval Striking
and Support Forces NATO (STRIKFORNATO) staff hosted senior leaders
from many NATO countries for a two-day Distinguished Visitor (DV) event
in Lisbon, Portugal, marking the formal end to Exercise Formidable Shield
2019 (FS19), on 28 and 29 May 2019.

UK, so these nations can bring their ship, and it’s just a 4-day steam
rather than crossing oceans,” said Femino.
FS 19 was the third in the Formidable Shield series of exercise,
which are used to demonstrate system capabilities as well as train
warfighters. The next iteration is planned for 2021.
“Formidable Shield is a really unique opportunity in which all the
nations that have invested and have demonstrated their will to be
part of Integrated Air Missile Defense, operate their ships out at sea
in an exercise that they’ve designed,” said Vice Adm. Lisa Franchetti,
commander of U.S. Sixth Fleet and Striking Forces NATO. “The
nations have all come together and they said, ‘These are the tests
that we want to do.’ And then they’re all integrated into a scenario.”
Sethi said some of the nations had equipment that they were learning
to use, and there were ships taking part in FS 19 testing out new
installations.” For example, the French FS Bretagne had only been
commissioned for a few months and Formidable Shield was her first
engagement. It was her first missile firing ever,” Sethi said.

ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 13, 2019) Lt. Patrick George stands watch as
the tactical action officer in the combat information center aboard the
Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS Roosevelt (DDG 80)
during exercise Formidable Shield 2019. Formidable Shield is designed
to improve allied interoperability in a live-fire, integrated air and missile
defense environment using NATO command and control reporting structures.
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Austin
Ingram/Released)

Success was not measured by targets destroyed. “Every ship that
came produced track data and consumed everybody else’s track
data,” said Sethi. “So, it was definitely a team effort.” According
to Sethi, the results speak for themselves. “Every shot was a success.
It was successful engagements all around. You can’t do that without
everyone bringing their best game.”
Ships participating in Formidable Shield 2019 included the Italian
FREMM frigate ITS Carlo Bergamini (F 590), Royal Navy Type 45
destroyer HMS Defender (D 36), Canadian Halifax-class frigate
HMCS St. John’s (FFH 340), French FREMM frigate FS Bretagne (D
655). Dutch De Zeven Provinciën-class frigate HNLMS De Ruyter
(F804), Norwegian Fridtjof Nansen-class frigate HNoMS Otto
Sverdrup (F312) and US Navy destroyers USS Roosevelt (DDG
80) and USS Carney (DDG 64), with the flagship being the Danish
flexible support ship HDMS Absalon (L 16). Supporting the exercise
was the Lewis and Clark-class dry cargo ship USNS Medgar Evers
(T-AKE 13).
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ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 11, 2019) The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile
destroyer USS Roosevelt (DDG 80) fires an SM-2 missile during exercise
Formidable Shield 19. Formidable Shield is designed to improve allied
interoperability in a live-fire, integrated air and missile defense environment
using NATO command and control reporting structures. (U.S. Navy photo
by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Austin Ingram/Released)
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Ballistic Missile Defense is Unique
Naval Mission
A BMD Tutorial
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

Lt. Cmdr. Phillip Smith is assigned to Naval Striking and Support
Forces NATO (STRIKFORNATO) BMD cell at Oerias, Portugal, which
is responsible for the majority of the NATO maritime planning for
standing European defense mission.
STRIKFORNATO is a rapidly deployable headquarters that provides
scalable command and control across the full spectrum of the Alliance’s
fundamental security tasks. As part of that mission, STRIKFORNATO
is responsible for integrating U.S. naval and amphibious forces into
NATO operations. STRIKFORNATO has a permanent staff of just
over 150 people at the headquarters under peace time manning.
Crisis manning is up to 400. U.S. Navy Vice. Adm. Lisa Franchetti
commands STRIKFORNATO. She is also Commander U.S. Sixth Fleet.
A Surface Warfare Officer with a missile defense specialty career
path, Smith has been working with BMD since 2009. He shared some
background information on BMD with our Surface SITREP readers:
Ballistic missiles can be categorized by launch platform. Mobile
launchers – called TELs (Transportable Erectable Launcher) – are
attached to the back of a truck that can drive somewhere, park,
launch a missile, and then move on. Submarine launched ballistic
missile – SLBMs – can be covertly positioned and launched. Fixed
sites are also used to put ballistic missiles in hardened underground
silos.
They can also be classified by range. Short-range ballistic missiles
(SRBMs) can travel up to 1,000 kilometers, which is approximately
600 miles; medium-range ballistic missiles (MRBMs) can reach 1,000
to 3,000 kilometers, intermediate range ballistic missiles (IRBMs)
can attack targets from 3,000 to 5,500 kilometers away; and
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) are anything over 5,500.
SRBMs do not usually leave the atmosphere and are referred to as
an endo-atmospheric weapon; whereas MRBMs and longer range
missiles leave the atmosphere, and have an Exo-Atmospheric phase.

ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 10, 2019) The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile
destroyer USS Roosevelt (DDG 80) fires an SM-3 missile during exercise
Formidable Shield 2019. Formidable Shield is designed to improve allied
interoperability in a live-fire, integrated air and missile defense environment
using NATO command and control reporting structures. (U.S. Navy photo
by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Susan Damman/Released)

A typical ballistic warhead can target a location, like a base
of critical infrastructure facility; lately newer ballistic missile
technology has added seekers capable of hitting maritime
targets. During Formidable Shield 2019, Mayport-based USS
Roosevelt (DDG 80) joined USS Carney (DDG 64), one of the
Forward Deployed Naval Forces (FDNF) ships at Rota. Roosevelt
will be changing homeport to Rota to relieve one of the original
FDNF destroyers. The BMD ships in the Sixth Fleet area of
responsibility fall under Commander Task Force Sixty-Four (CTF
64) when tasked to the BMD mission along with Aegis Ashore
sites at Deveselu, Romania, which is in operation, and Rezikowo,
Poland, which is under construction. The maritime ships can be
assigned to STRIKFORNATO during times of crisis to serve as part
of an Allied task force.
“Together those ships become the NATO Task Group, which
incorporates not only the BMD ships, but also any ships that are
used for the air defense of BMD,” Smith said. “Our ships are
doing the BMD mission, and they need to operate in company
with other ships to defend against submarines, aircraft or coastal
defense cruise missiles.”

“When it comes to the NATO Ballistic Missile Defense mission, the
biggest thing that we focus on right now are SRBMs and MRBMs ,”
Smith said.
There are different stages of engagement from boost-phase at the
beginning to mid-course and then terminal phase at the end. Being
able to calculate the weapon’s ballistic trajectory doesn’t occur until
after boost-phase.
U.S. Navy maritime BMD focuses on exo-atmospheric threats during
the mid-course phase, while ground based systems like Patriot, and
SAMP/T provide terminal phase defense.
“The best time for a maritime shooter to intercept the weapon is
during mid-course, when it is still outside the atmosphere,” said Smith.
Ballistic missiles can deploy multiple warheads and various
countermeasures to make it more difficult to hit the actual warhead
or warheads, so Smith said the weapons and support systems used
to counter them have to be very sophisticated to recognize and deal
with all of those countermeasures.
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USS ROOSEVELT Conducts Simultaneous SM-3 Engagement Against a
Simulated Ballistic Missile and SM-2
Engagement on a Subsonic Target
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

Lieutenant William Hughes is the Plans and Tactics Officer on board
USS Roosevelt (DDG 88), and one of the Tactical Action Officers
(TAO) during the Formidable Shield 2019 (FS-19) firing events.
Roosevelt completed an almost 18-month AEGIS Combat Systems
modernization period from Baseline 6 to Baseline 9 from 20172018. LT Hughes was TAO for several firing events during the ship’s
initial CSQT (combat systems ship qualification trials), but this was the
first time he had the opportunity to fire an SM-2 or an SM-3 from the
vertical launch system (VLS).
Hughes said the crew’s preparation and training paid off.
“Each of our two firing teams—Blue and Gold--did over 50 hours of
training specific to our individual firing events. That training included
everything from system setup, all the way through to event execution
for those two missile shots,” Hughes said. “And while those two missile
shots were a very important part of FS -19, they were a subset of
a very complex technical and tactical exercise with our NATO allies.
In addition to the BMD events, we participated in tracking exercises,
surface warfare exercises, and ASW exercises, all proving our ability
to operate jointly in a multi-domain, multi-warfare environment with
our NATO partners.”
Hughes was the TAO for the SM-3 and SM-2 dual engagement. “It
was a simultaneous SM-3 engagement against a simulated ballistic
missile and an SM-2 engagement on a subsonic FireJet drone,” he
said.
The MQM-178 Firejet simulates an enemy inbound anti-ship missile
and can fly as high as 30,000 feet or skim the surface at 20 feet.
“We also participated in a separate BMD event where we launched
an SM-3 at simulated ballistic missile target in space. The ship
launched three missiles in total – two SM-3s and one SM-2. There
was another BMD tracking event, and Roosevelt tracked the drone
as USS Carney did her live fire shots,” Hughes said. “We also did
several events where we conducted tracking exercises as the other
NATO ships were doing their firing events.”

ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 13, 2019) Gunner's Mate 2nd Class Blaine
Lucas stands watch as the anti-surface warfare coordinator in the combat
information center aboard the Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer
USS Roosevelt (DDG 80) during exercise Formidable Shield 2019. (U.S.
Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Susan Damman/
Released)

personnel to make sure there were no fishing boats or planes that
could potentially be harmed during the live firing events.” Hughes
said. “Once the ship gained track on the targets, we stepped
through our pre-planned responses and completed the missile
engagement.”
“Within the U.S. Navy, we’re very comfortable talking to each
other, and we have a set way of executing events,” Hughes said.
“But since our ship and crew just came out of a modernization
period, we have not had the opportunity to work as much with
the other foreign navies and our NATO allies. It was definitely a
big help to be able to have such clear and open communications.
It was refreshing to know that we could very seamlessly integrate
into that sort of operation with very little changes in the way
that we’re used to doing business. At all levels across all the
participating ships, we experienced professional execution in a
complex environment.”
Hughes said the Roosevelt is getting ready to execute a homeport
shift to Rota, Spain. “Formidable Shield has given us a taste of
what our future mission and interactions are going to be like in the
6th Fleet area of operations.”

It’s rare for a ship to conduct two live SM-3 missile shots on the East
Coast, most missile testing take place at the Pacific missile range
off the coast of Hawaii. “For an East Coast ship to be able to
participate in this sort of event on the Hebrides range off the coast
of Scotland is unique and challenging,” Hughes said. “The training
that we received leading up to it was top notch and it paid off with
a very successful missile firing.”
Hughes said the success of the exercise was a “100 percent team
effort.”
“It’s not just a CIC (combat information center) ballgame. The
engineers were making sure the plant was supporting the operations;
the bridge team maintained safety of navigation; our technicians
made sure all the equipment was working. We were communicating
on all of our circuits and data paths to coordinate the complex events
with our NATO allies. Within CIC, we coordinated with range safety
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ATLANTIC OCEAN (May 11, 2019) The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile
destroyer USS Roosevelt (DDG 80) fires an SM-2 missile during exercise
Formidable Shield 2019. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class Susan Damman/Released)
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Royal Navy Stretching Its Sea Legs
Royal Navy and the Royal Marines are “Thoroughly Back
in the Game of Global 0perations”
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

The Royal Navy is expanding its maritime horizons and delivering
operational effect around the world, including intense activity in
the North Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Black Sea, together with a
renewed drumbeat of presence in the Indo-Pacific.
“The deployment of not one, but three warships to the Indo-Pacific,
with a fourth that passed through the region on her way to the
Arabian Gulf, and a nuclear submarine patrolling under the Arctic
ice are just two examples of renewed capabilities and presence in
areas we haven’t been for many years,” said Commander Maritime
Operations Rear Admiral Paul Halton.
“The Royal Navy is enjoying something of a renaissance, built around
our core pillars of submarine-born continuous at-sea deterrents, littoral
strike groups capable of projecting our high readiness Royal Marines
from the sea into the most arduous of environments ashore, and the
return of our continuous strike capability based around the Queen
Elizabeth carriers and their Lockheed Lightning II jets,” he said.
“HMS Queen Elizabeth’s deployment to the United States – which
united her with her F-35-Bs for the first time was a seminal landmark
on our road back towards continuous carrier strike capability,”
Halton said. “We made much better progress than expected in
2018 during the development tests, and that has put us in a position
where we can really start to focus on operationalizing the carrier
strike capability and building the maritime task group.”
With the “concurrent refresh of our littoral maneuver credentials,”
as evidenced by the amphibious task group operations and the
“submarine service’s silent custody of continuous at sea deterrents,“
Halton said. “The message we broadcast, both at home and with
our international partners across the world, has been quite a simple
one; the Royal Navy and the Royal Marines are thoroughly back in
the game of global operations.”
Acquiring the latest in technology is also matched with the Royal
Navy’s firm belief that the platforms must be designed, built and

HMS Montrose completes Japanese mission/anti-submarine exercise.

maintained to last. “The last captain of HMS Queen Elizabeth has
not yet been born, and the aerial vehicles that it will operate then
have not yet been designed,” Halton said.
The underwater battle space is a particular focus. “It’s always been
a testing environment in which to operate, but the opposition have
improved significantly. And we need to invest in new capabilities,
new and innovative ways of operating, as well as, continue to
strengthen relationships with like-minded nations. The Type 26
anti-submarine warfare frigates are becoming a global success
story, and the P-8 maritime patrol form part of that investment, but
there are many less obvious, but equally significant development.
Halton said the U.K’s submarine service also continues to have
notable success. “’Operation Under Ice,’ where HMS Trenchant
conducted trials in that unforgiving environment, testing her skills
and procedures and joining US submarines – USS Connecticut and
Hartford – in breaking through the ice at the North Pole, the first
time we’ve done this since 2007. I suggest to you, that it’s vital
that we retain our capabilities to fight in the Arctic, as the region
becomes more open to trade and international competition,”
Halton said. “We must play our part in maintaining freedom of
navigation.”
According to Halton, the new Astute Class of nuclear-powered
attack submarines are, “a force to be reckoned with, with a wide
range of capabilities, fully justifying the title of ‘the silent service.’
With three now in service, and indeed three at sea today--along
with two of our SSBNs--the fourth, HMS Audacious, joins us later
this year, and they’re increasingly taking the load from our older
submarines.”
The Dreadnought class is being introduced as the next iteration
of ballistic missile submarines for the Royal Navy, representing a
dedication to continuous at-sea strategic deterrence patrols since
April 1969.
Importance of Partnerships
The Royal Navy actively participates in international partnerships
and understands the great value in presence operations. According
to Halton, it’s important to understand what presence is all about.

The Royal Navy is once again operating in the Western Pacific, with
warships such as HMS Albion and HMS Argyll conducting 'freedom
of navigation operations' along with U.S. Navy combatants. And
during 2018, a Royal Navy captain was Deputy Commander of
HMS Montrose is providing an enduring presence in the Gulf as part of the the U.S.-led Pacific Partnership operations in Southeast Asia.
UK’s commitment to security in the Middle East. (Royal Navy photo)
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“Traditionally, a hundred years ago, we might have taken the idea
of ‘presence in a region’ to mean all the gunfighting ships that we
have in that region,” Halton said. “Today we can take a much more
nuanced approach.”
“We can look at these various touch points – from Pacific Partnership
to coordinated activities with partner nations in the region, and the
various conferences and various relationships that we build – and the
totality of those, I think, is a much more powerful “presence” than we
might have traditionally thought of in the past,” Halton said. “So,
we’re going to continue to build on that through 2019 and beyond.”
"The Royal Navy will continue to strengthen its Arctic warfare skills
with the Royal Marines deployed alongside the U.S. Marine Corps
and Norwegian colleagues in Norway," Halton said.
New surface combatants
The Royal Navy’s recapitalization effort has delivered new ships with
a range of capabilities, such as the two new aircraft carriers, nuclear
submarines, Type 45 destroyers and amphibious assault ships, as
well as, smaller surface combatants and patrol ships. Halton said,
"it’s all about getting the blend right.”
“You need high-end ships to be able to fight peer competitors, and
you need a quantity of less capable platforms that allow you to
have a more consistent and continuous presence,” said Halton.
The new Type 26 frigate was to be the “Global Combat Ship,” a
capable surface combatant but affordable enough for export. It
will be joined by the Type 31.
“If you look at the Type 26 and the Type 31, they’ve been born out
of that global combat ship aspiration. And we looked at different
platform types within that idea and global combat ship construct
and I think that’s what we’re seeing now. Type 26 is turning into a
very successful global product, with the Type 31 still to come. But
it’s going to give the Royal Navy the mass that we need,” Halton
said. “We’ve got a high end one and a lower end element. That’s
the blend, isn’t it?"
The Type 26 design has been selected by both Australia and
Canada.
People Dimension
Halton also emphasized the “people dimension.” “We have to continue
to strive to find the right way to employ our people in the modern
era. People have various sets of expectations and aspirations and
we need to tap into that. And in some cases – lots of cases – that’s
giving them a really demanding, operationally focused experience,
but we also need to balance that, with the stability that they and
their families rightly deserve.”
That is one of the factors that has led to the forward-deployment of
HMS Montrose to Bahrain. And that has led the Royal Navy to look at
new ways of operating. “We have to do more than just understand
the material aspects of how we’re going to operate a ship at range,
but also how we’re going to manage and lead our people.”
Montrose will be forward-based from the new HMS Juffair Naval
Support Facility at the Mina Salman port in Bahrain for three years.
“We’re going to rotate her ship’s company – as we do for our
ballistic missile submarines and mine countermeasure vessels based
in the Gulf already – as a path finding project to help us deliver this
in a way that puts the resilience of our people at the center of our
thinking,” Halton said.
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ARABIAN GULF (April 10, 2019) The U.S. Navy expeditionary sea base
USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3), fleet ocean tug USNS Catawba (T-ATF 168),
Avenger-class mine countermeasures ship USS Sentry (MCM 3), U.S. Coast
Guard Island-class coastal patrol boats USCGC Maui (WPB 1304) and
USCGC Wrangell (WPB 1332); the Royal Navy landing ship dock RFA
Cardigan Bay (L3009); the French Marine Nationale minehunters FS L'Aigle
(M647) and FS Sagittaire (M650); the Royal Navy minehunters HMS
Shoreham (M112) and HMS Ledbury (M30); and Mine Countermeasures
Squadron (HM) 15 MH-53E Sea Dragon helicopters navigate the Arabian
Gulf in formation during Artemis Trident 19. Artemis Trident is a mine
countermeasures exercise conducted by France's Marine Nationale, the
Royal Navy and the U.S. Navy in the Arabian Gulf focused on increasing
interoperability and demonstrating the nations' shared commitment to
ensuring unfettered maritime operations. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 2nd Class Samantha P. Montenegro/Released)

Renewed Presence in Middle East
Commodore Steve Dainton is both the Royal Navy’s regional
commander and the deputy commander of the multi-national
Combined Maritime Force (CMF) in Bahrain. Having HMS Montrose
in theater all the time offers tremendous flexibility, Dainton said.
“We’ll have much greater presence – 100% presence, because
she’ll be in the theater all the time. The way we will man and
sustain her--both engineering-wise and operational capabilitywise, is new and innovative."
Dainton admits there are challenges inherent in multi-crewing and
crew swaps. “There’s always a risk that you lose ownership of the
platform if you’re constantly changing the people. We’ve got two
crews and they will flip and flop over the three-year period. So
there will always be a degree of ownership because the crews
know they’re coming back. If you don’t sort out problems, you’re
going to have to come back in live with them in four months."
The 16,000-ton Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Cardigan Bay (L3009)
is a Bay-class landing ship dock and is currently forward deployed
to Bahrain as a support ship for the Royal Navy’s MCM forces
there. It is operated with a civilian crew, similar to the U.S. Navy’s
Military Sealift Command.
The U.S. and U.K. have been working together to operate various
offboard systems, such as those included in the littoral combat
ship (LCS) MCM mission package, from alternative platforms.
Experimentation has taken place in the Caribbean and Virginia
Capes operating area with RFA Mounts Bay (L3008) and Cardigan
Bay in the Arabian Gulf.
Future developments
Halton said the Royal Navy needs to accelerate the introduction
of novel and disruptive technologies, such as open architecture
command systems, artificial intelligence, machine speed learning,
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as it becomes a fully digitized service. It is also investing heavily
in unmanned vehicles and aims to have an unmanned mine
countermeasures capability in UK waters by 2020, with a view to
taking a ship out of the minefield altogether. “While it’s still very
early in the planning, it’s envisaged that our Type 31 frigate will
operate unmanned rotary aircraft from early in their lives,” he said.
The maritime domain and global maritime trade continue to grow
in volume and importance. “For the UK, as an island nation, whose
place in the world is defined by our history of maritime trade, our
fortunes have always been inextricably tied to the sea. But this
reliance on the maritime domain is not without its challenges, and
that situation is only made worse by the erosion we are currently
witnessing in the rules that have historically governed the global
commons that are the world’s oceans. I think it’s widely accepted
that the high seas are broadly free for all to use, and governed
by international law and conventional norms, but for the most part,
adherence to these laws is reliant upon common consent, and the size
and multi-dimensional nature of our domain makes policing them
inherently difficult.”
“Given the importance of the maritime domain to the future of our
country’s prosperity, now is certainly not the time for us to take a step
back from the world stage,” Halton said. “You can expect the Royal
Navy to continue to maintain its global presence in the years to come,
but we don’t plan to do this alone. Because even a cursory review
of history shows that we’re best off when we work in partnership
with those who share our belief in the importance of free and open
international waters. And it’s an enormous boost for us to know that
wherever we operate in the world, we have friends and allies and
partners that we can work alongside."
“The key to working with our allies is the interoperability that lies
at the heart of successful international partnerships. And for that
effective interoperability, how we operate and why we operate
is just as important as where we operate and when we operate,”
Halton said.

RDML Cedric Pringle, USN
Commander, Expeditionary Strike Group Three

Navy-Marine Corps Team Demonstrates Littoral Combat Force During
Pacific Blitz 2019 - A Textbook Model
of Naval Integration
An Interview with RDML Cedric Pringle, USN
Commander, Expeditionary Strike Group Three
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

“We don’t dream small dreams at ESG 3”
What can you tell me about Pacific Blitz 2019 and the Littoral
Combat Force?
Pacific Blitz ’19 was an opportunity for us to demonstrate naval
integration. We combined Operations Pacific Horizon, which was
a Marine Corps exercise, and Dawn Blitz, which was primarily a
Navy exercise, into Pacific Blitz.
ARABIAN GULF (April 10, 2019) The U.S. Navy expeditionary sea base USS
Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3), fleet ocean tug USNS Catawba (T-ATF 168), Avengerclass mine countermeasures ship USS Sentry (MCM 3), U.S. Coast Guard Islandclass coastal patrol boats USCGC Maui (WPB 1304) and USCGC Wrangell
(WPB 1332); the United Kingdom Royal Navy's RFA Cardigan Bay (L3009);
the French Marine Nationale's minehunters FS L'Aigle (M647) and FS Sagittaire
(M650); the United Kingdom Royal Navy's minehunters HMS Shoreham (M112)
and HMS Ledbury (M30); and Mine Countermeasures Squadron (HM-15)
MH-53E Sea Dragon helicopters navigate the Arabian Gulf in formation
during Artemis Trident 19. Artemis Trident is a mine countermeasures exercise
conducted by France's Marine Nationale, the United Kingdom's Royal Navy
and the U.S. Navy in the Arabian Gulf focused on increasing interoperability
and demonstrating the nations' shared commitment to ensuring unfettered
maritime operations. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd
Class Samantha P. Montenegro/Released)

We have the assets and platforms to operate in the littorals, such
as our amphibious ships, the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS), the ESB –
Expeditionary Staging Base, ESD – Expeditionary Staging Dock,
as well as a whole family of unmanned systems. But we don’t
have a single unified commander that can actually manage all
of these assets and bring forces to bear. That’s one of the things
that we’re trying to get after with the littoral combat force (LCF)
model, which is what we’re employing here for Pacific Blitz 2019.
I’ve never heard of the Littoral Combat Force before.
LCF came from the Littoral Operations in a Contested Environment
(LOCE) white paper written in 2017 and signed by Commandant
of the Marine Corps, General Robert Neller, and Chief of Naval
Operations, Admiral John Richardson. LOCE talked about how the
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amphibious ready group (ARG) with a Marine Expeditionary Unit
(MEU) embarked.
Our objective is naval integration and showing that we can do
the entire spectrum of operations. In the traditional sense, we
deploy an ARG / MEU under an embarked ESG Commander
or PHIBRON Commander and it includes three or so amphibious
ships, embarked Marines, and we may have a DDG or a cruiser
with us. We were going to have USS Essex ARG and the MEU
be a part of this exercise until they were extended. But we do
have USS Somerset, USS New Orleans and a number of other
commands participating.

CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. (March 28, 2019) U.S. Marines with 1st
Transportation Support Battalion, 1st Marine Logistics Group, and Sailors with
Beach Master Unit (BMU) 1, Naval Beach Group 1, load supplies during Pacific
Blitz 19 at Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton, California, March 28, 2019.
The Arrival and Assembly Operations Group's function is to coordinate and
control arrival and assembly operations. The exercise consists of personnel
from all Marine Air-Ground Task Force elements includes liaison from the
commander, Navy support element, expeditionary medical facilities, and
naval mobile construction battalions. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl.
Betzabeth Y. Galvan/Released)

Navy and Marine Corps team would go about employing a Littoral
Combat Group, which could be commanded by an O-6. As I got
my arms around being the Expeditionary Strike Group Commander,
it became clear to me that what we needed was someone above
the O-6-level command that could actually do the management of
all those assets within the littoral environment. I spoke with members
of my staff who also have a lot of experience in the amphibious
community about different ways to get after these problem sets and
ways to synergize the efforts in the littoral environment. We looked
at the Littoral Combat Force being an integrated Navy and Marine
staff that manages not only U.S. Navy forces, but also U.S. Marine
Corps forces, and those blended forces that are operating in the
littorals.
The LOCE document talks about establishing Expeditionary Advance
Bases (EABs) and Advance Naval Bases (ANBs). For Pacific Blitz we
brought those concepts to life and conducted the integrated command
and control from the littoral combat force. We conducted integrated
planning with I Marine Expeditionary Force (I MEF) and 1st MARDIV
and we were able to demonstrate the operational littoral combat
force headquarters staff concept.
The LCF Commander is Major General Robert F. Castellvi, the
Commanding General of the 1st Marine Division, and I am the Deputy
Commander of the LCF. We have a completely blended staff with
1st MARDIV and ESG 3--a fully-integrated Navy and Marine staff
that not only is taking guidance from the task force level, the fleet
level, and the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) level, but we’re
also turning that guidance into tasking for the Navy ships, as well
as the Marine Corps elements. We have been able to demonstrate
command and control of various forces, as well as support sea denial
and sea control to a certain extent, from ashore.
The two-star LCF commander could be Navy or Marine Corps, with
the deputy coming from the other service, and the staff is fully
integrated. All the plans, orders, fires, and logistical support are
fully integrated at the LCF level. We have typically deployed an
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Pacific Blitz is the textbook model of naval integration. It’s alive
and well, but just like with anything else, we have to be able to
practice these types of activities. We get the opportunity to do this
during Pacific Blitz, but also later this year, we plan to conduct the
Arctic Expeditionary Capabilities Exercise (AECE), where we’re
demonstrating expeditionary maneuvers for Marines up in Alaska.
It’s an Alaska command-hosted exercise with NORTHCOM,
obviously, working with Indo-PACOM on the supported-supporting
commander relationship. We’re looking at distributed command
and control. The difference between Pacific Blitz and AECE, besides
the environment, is that the Llittoral Combat Force Commander
and his staff will be afloat. We’re getting after the metrics of
how to make this as effective and as efficient as possible while
informing the way that we plan to fight. We’ve got elements
that will be conducting expeditionary exercises and we’re also
working to move logistics over the shore.
The Chief of Naval Operations and the Commandant of the
Marine Corps came out to see the exercise.
Both service chiefs conducted battlefield circulation together to
see how Pacific Blitz was playing out. They traveled from the field
headquarters at Camp Pendleton, to USS Somerset to see how
operations were going afloat, to San Clemente Island where an
EAB had been established and included a fueling and arming
spot, and to the Advance Naval Base ANB at Point Mugu. They
got an opportunity to see the scope and scale of what it would
take to get those forces into theater, and, effectively command
and control distributed assets to achieve the desired end state.
This is just a step along the journey. It’s not all encompassing, but
it provides the direction we need to get better at everything from
signals management and optimizing the amount of energy that
we’re radiating as we command and control those assets. We had
many questions to get after - How do we manage forces? How do
we optimize assets? What’s the right size of the footprint afloat?
What’s the right size and type of asset that we need to bring
ashore? What are the right ships and connectors to support those
things? How do unmanned systems fit into that construct? We used
the Pac Blitz 2019 as a learning exercise, and I think both the
Commandant and the CNO were very pleased with what they
saw.
There are some gaps in our ability to execute the fight the way
we would like to, so we will continue to experiment and test all of
our options.
How does the LCF compare to the tradition Amphibious Ready
Group and Marine Expeditionary Unit?
I don’t think there was a lot wrong with the old ARG / MEU model,
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but the LCF is more in alignment with the vision of doing a lot of
different things simultaneously. The LCF actually evolves that ARG /
MEU model to the next level. ESG 3 has three amphibious squadrons
(PHIBRONs) – we’re the Navy’s largest strike group with 15 ships
and 15,000 sailors, so we train up a PHIBRON and its three ships
and they lash up with the MEU to go on deployment. My PHIBRON
commodores have very small and junior staffs but are doing the same
basic workload that a carrier strike group (CSG) staff does, along
with their assigned destroyer squadron (DESRON) staff. Granted,
our assets aren’t the same as a CSG. But Essex was the first with the
F-35 to go through the entire training cycle and deploy for a full
seven-month deployment. We’re still capturing those lessons learned
and we’re looking at how we are going to employ the F-35 in future
operations. We’ve also identified a gap between the 5th generation
fighters and the legacy 3rd generation amphibious ships that they’re
flying off of—and that’s from a C5I, logistics, and deck spacing
perspective. We’re collecting a lot of lessons learned from the Essex
ARG deployment and will actively inform what the next generation
big deck amphib should look like. When we build a ship to last 40
years, we need to better integrate with the high-tech systems that
are being developed and fielded in the fleet.
I understand the F-35’s Autonomic Logistics Information System
(ALIS) requires a lot of bandwidth.
We took that into account before we sent Essex on deployment and
we were able to address that. The bandwidth was not the issue
for this particular deployment, but we do know that our ships still
have a ways to go when it comes to integrating the combat systems
capabilities of the aircraft.
You mean the downlink from the aircraft, and integrating that
node of the network into the overall combat systems picture?
Correct. We still have a lot to learn there. The Marines envisioned
the F-35B to be a one-to-one replacement for the AV-8B Harrier, but
its capability is leaps and bounds beyond the Harrier. While the
F-35 can do the close air support mission that the AV-8 did, it is also
capable of doing so much more and there will likely be a demand
signal from the combatant commanders for those aircraft to support
missions beyond that of the ARG / MEU.

SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND, Calif. (March 19, 2019) Chief of Naval Operations
(CNO) Adm. John Richardson, left, and Commandant of the Marine Corps
Gen. Robert B. Neller pose for a photo near a F-35B Lightning II during
Pacific Blitz 2019. Pacific Blitz provides relevant training that replicates a
realistic maritime threat environment designed to improve naval amphibious
core competencies necessary for effective, global crisis response expected
of the Navy and Marine Corps. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class Sarah Villegas)

NAVAL WEAPONS STATION SEAL BEACH, Calif. (March 13, 2019) Sailors
assigned to Navy Cargo Handling Battalion (NCHB) 1 watch as an SM-2
missile is lowered into a vertical launch system during an expeditionary
ordnance reload training evolution with Navy Munitions Command CONUS
West aboard the guided-missile destroyer USS Michael Murphy (DDG112) at Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach. The expeditionary ordnance
reload training evolution was a demonstration of capabilities as part of
Pacific Blitz 2019 (PacBlitz19). PacBlitz19 is an opportunity for U.S. forces to
increase maritime readiness to be prepared for real-world crisis situations
and provides realistic, relevant training necessary for effective global crisis
response expected of the Navy and Marine Corps. (U.S. Navy photo by
Chief Mass Communication Specialist William S. Parker)

So we need to design and build our ships to be able to accept
new technology as it becomes available.
I had the pleasure and blessing of being the third commanding
officer of USS Makin Island, and Makin Island to me was the
Navy’s first real attempt at a 5th generation amphibious ship. She
was the 8th ship of the Wasp class, but we deliberately made
a decision not to make it a first ship of her own class. All of the
Wasp class ships were steam-driven ships, but Makin Island was
the Navy’s first hybrid-propulsion drive, amphibious assault ship
with gas turbines for high speed and electric motors for loitering
and low speed, and a high voltage electrical distribution system
supporting the entire electrical grid. There were a lot of things that
we were testing while we were on deployment simply because it
wasn’t the first ship of the class, which would have followed a more
traditional operational test and evaluation process. We learned
a lot along the way and compressed the timeline so we could
accelerate our ability to deliver USS America, which has the exact
same propulsion plant and electrical distribution system. The hope
was that it would advance our ability to deliver PCU Bougainville
and all of the other LHAs that are currently in line.
That propulsion system gives you more flexibility with regards
to future sensors and weapons.
The hybrid propulsion system makes sense because all of our
Navy ships do business the same way: they sprint to the scene of
the crisis, and then loiter – usually on station patrolling a TBMD
box, conducting amphib ops or whatever the case may be. The
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the open ocean. Part of the LCS mission is mine countermeasure
operations (MCM) and MCM is definitely a concern at times when
conducting amphibious operations. They deploy both manned
and unmanned vehicles in support of surface warfare ops. I look
at LCS from an expeditionary perspective. It’s a platform that
could potentially integrate within an LCF and be used to move
people and unmanned assets. Other phenomenal platforms are
the Expeditionary Staging Bases (ESB) and Expeditionary Staging
Docks (ESD) could potentially be used for the same purpose. With
the LCF we’re really getting after distributing our capability to
complicate the calculus for our adversaries. Spreading out ships
and EABOs and ANBs raises questions about protecting and
supplying those assets. We have not integrated the LCS, ESB, or
ESD, but as we further develop the LCF concept, perhaps those are
things we could look at.
Some of the mission package capability for LCS is being tested
from the Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Mounts Bay in the Caribbean
and in the RFA Cardigan Bay in the Arabian Gulf. As you said,
you’re complicating somebody else’s problem when you’ve got
multiple platforms that can take that capability with them.

PACIFIC OCEAN (March 15, 2019) Marines assigned to the Marine Heavy
Helicopter Squadron (HMH) 361 and Sailors assigned to Combat Systems
department move ordinance on the flight deck of the amphibious transport
dock ship USS Somerset (LPD 25) during Pacific Blitz 2019. Pacific Blitz 2019 is
an opportunity for U.S. Forces to increase maritime readiness to be prepared
for real-world crisis situations. Pacific Blitz 2019 provides realistic, relevant
training necessary for effective global crisis response expected of the Navy
and Marine Corps. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd
Class Heath Zeigler)

That’s true. It’s an all hands effort. For example, I previously served
as Deputy Director at Joint Interagency Task Force (JIATF) South.
During my time there, I realized that, even when we had exquisite
intelligence, we just didn’t have enough surface assets to go after
the illicit traffickers that we knew were coming from Ecuador and
Colombia and heading towards Panama or Mexico. Our goal was
to actually interdict illicit traffic at sea as opposed to waiting until
the load of cocaine gets ashore where it gets broken up into a
million parts and it walks or flies across our border. When we
decommissioned the last of our Perry class frigates, we no longer
had enough surface assets for the mission. I made it a personal
effort to really try to figure out, “How do we get more naval

other great thing about Makin Island was that we saved a lot of fuel
because we did a lot of our ops on the electrical distribution system
and just hanging out on the motors.
The Navy retrofitted a DDG, USS Truxtun, with hybrid drive; with
the goal of getting more ships with that capability, but that didn’t
materialize.
As a graduate of the Naval Postgraduate School, I like going back
there and challenging students to take on hard topics. During one of
my visits back to the campus, a topic I asked them to take on was,
“whether or not it’s cost effective for us to retrofit the steam powered
LHDs with a hybrid propulsion drive and a 4,160 volt electrical
distribution system, or build a brand new ship from the keel up.” I
don’t know the answer. I have my hunch that it’s probably cheaper
to build a new ship from the keel up. I think one of the classes has
taken that on for a thesis project and can do the cost benefit analysis
to determine total life cycle cost and whether or not we have the
capacity to do that.
We’re bringing LCS into the fleet and will be deploying them this
year. How do you look at using that ship for your operations?
These ships bring a lot of great capability with them and can be
used for operations in the near-shore environment as well as, on
20

PORT HUENEME, Calif. (March 13, 2019) Seabees and Marines load an
assault amphibious vehicle onto a lowboy tractor trailer attached to a
medium tactical replacement vehicle during a maritime prepositioning force
evolution in Port Hueneme, California, during Pacific Blitz 2019 (PacBlitz19).
The inherently dynamic, scalable, and combined-arms capability of MAGTFs
joined with mobility and sustainability provided by amphibious ships gives
us an asymmetric advantage over adversaries. PacBlitz19 increases the
ability of all participants to plan, communicate and conduct complex
amphibious operations. (U.S. Navy photo by Engineering Aid 1st Class
Heather Salzman)
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assets?” Fortunately, the Coast Guard had made a major effort to
bring forces to support the region. We were down there with a fleet
of Coast Guard ships and mine sweepers from Canada, along with
willing--and very courageous--Coast Guardsmen and Sailors from
El Salvador and other smaller nations that literally would go out a
hundred miles in a 20-foot skiff to do an interdiction. There is a lot
of opportunity for ANY of our ships down in that region to enhance
SOUTHCOM’s maritime domain awareness while reducing the flow
of drugs into the U.S.
When you were at Key West you also had some HA/DR
contingencies, too.
It’s rare that a surface warfare officer gets to be a ground JTF
Commander. Hurricane Matthew was aimed at Key West initially, then
turned and went straight for Haiti. Adm. Kurt Tidd, the SOUTHCOM
commander, brought his Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task
Force (MAGTF) with nine helicopters from Honduras. We met up
in Grand Cayman, and we literally got on the ground within 24
hours after the hurricane passed. We set up our headquarters at the
airport in the domestic terminal and we started to move goods and
positively affect people’s lives within 24 hours after we got there.
We met with the U.S. ambassador and the leadership of Haiti to
assure them that we were there on a temporary basis to save lives
and alleviate suffering. We were able to do relief operations for
about two weeks until USS Iwo Jima and Rear Adm. Roy Kitchener
and his ESG 2 staff relieved me on station. It was a good feeling to
actually go in and do a mission like that and make a difference right
there at the point of the crisis. I think this was about my 6th HADRtype mission in my 32-year career.
I imagine that they’re all different, but if you’ve been through
one, you have a much better idea of what questions to ask about
the next one.

PACIFIC OCEAN (March 11, 2019) Landing Craft, Utility (LCU) 1629,
assigned to Beachmaster Unit (BMU) 1, docks with the San Antonio-class
amphibious transport dock ship USS Somerset (LPD 25) during Pacific
Blitz 2019. Pacific Blitz 2019 is an opportunity for U.S. Forces to increase
maritime readiness to be prepared for real-world crisis situations. Pacific
Blitz 2019 provides realistic, relevant training necessary for effective global
crisis response expected of the Navy and Marine Corps. (U.S. Navy photo
by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Heath Zeigler)

Exactly. And ironically, the following year, when Irma came through,
the whole State of Florida pretty much had to evacuate. We
ended up shutting down JIATF South. First, we moved up to Tampa
at MacDill Air Force Base, but the storm came through there, as
well, so we ended up shutting that down and moving to Orlando.
You can’t go to higher ground in Florida because there isn’t any.
SOUTHCOM ended up evacuating out of Miami as well. Then right
after that, Hurricane Maria came through and really hit Puerto
Rico and some of the other Caribbean islands pretty badly.
With your expeditionary perspective, how do you think about
mine warfare as you approach an area for a littoral combat
operation?
I think that mine warfare is the showstopper. Just the threat of
mines will bring everything to a screeching halt. We’ve seen that
for as long as mines have been around. I think nowadays we’re
actually getting better at it. We’re not just “mowing the grass,”
searching for mines going back and forth. We’ve got new and
improved technology to help us find mines and make an area safe
for shipping.

CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. (March 14, 2019) Lt. Leslie Alvarez, from Delano,
California, assigned to Coastal Riverine Group (CRG) 1 works in the
headquarters operations center on Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton,
California, during exercise Pacific Blitz 2019 (PacBlitz19). CRG-1 provides a
command and control element to Navy Expeditionary Forces participating in
the exercise. PacBlitz19 provides relevant training that replicates a realistic
maritime threat environment designed to improve naval amphibious core
competencies necessary for effective, global crisis response expected of the
Navy and Marine Corps. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist
3rd Class Jack D. Aistrup)

A typical ARG / MEU today has a big deck—an LHA or LHD—
along with an LPD and an LSD. Will the next generation LSD be
based on the LPD hull?
Probably. When I was aboard Makin Island, I worked with NPS
students and challenged them to find a replacement for the LSD. I
helped them frame their thought a little bit and we talked through
it. They came up with three different options for replacing the LSD
and one option was to start with a fresh sheet of paper and design
a brand new LSD model from the keel up; another was to focus
on the larger LHA/LHD ships instead of the LPD and LSD; and the
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third was to build out and extend on the LPD hull form because those
production lines were already open. We didn’t talk details at that
point about whether we would scale it down or make it LPD “lite.”
I’m not surprised that we actually went with the LPD Flight 2 model.
The LPD, in my opinion, is one of the best-conceived, designed and
constructed ships that the Navy has ever attempted. There was so
much homework that went into making the spaces wider, improving
the traffic flow through the interior of the ship, and making the bridge
more functional. I’m a shipboard geek, and the LPD 17 bridge is one
of the best-designed bridges I’ve ever seen.
I was part of a working crew that looked at the LPD 17 design. Back
in 1999 we brought together the engineers who helped design the
ship along with a bunch of operators who were going to be the ones
to operate the ship. We looked in all the key spaces – we looked
at their CIC, the bridge, the well deck design, the upper and lower
vehicle decks, and all those other functional spaces on an amphibious
ship. We discussed them and made recommendations on changes.
The result was a natural evolution to the older Austin class. In my
opinion, we did that right. And today at ESG 3 we’re also trying to
inform what the next generation big deck amphibs, the LHAs, will
look like. We’ve invited ourselves to a few conversations about how
the deck is designed, among other things. The Marines now employ
the MV-22 which is bigger than the CH-46 and the F-35 which is
bigger than the AV-8.
Both of those new aircraft have a lot of heat coming out of them.
Right, so when you build the deck, heat resistance is also a factor as
far as ship size goes. I’m not advocating that we should build the big
deck amphibs to be the size of our CVNs, but I do think we need to
take an intellectual approach to L-ship designs. We need to plan
for the fact that embarked assets are getting bigger. This isn’t to
say anything against the Marines, but the equipment they’re bringing
aboard has grown while our ships haven’t.
But don’t they get a vote in what the next amphib should be like?
I think they do. The Marines can inform the discussion as dimensions
go, but I think it takes someone from the surface Navy who has
been around amphibious ships for a long time to see what the nextgeneration ship should look like. I think it has to come from a surface
warfare officer. Our staff is also looking at how we design the
command and control spaces on the LHD. I think the bridge is really
compressed which makes it difficult to see and operate the ship. The
visibility is not really good at all. An LPD has big windows, lots of
space, and watchstanders are not tripping all over one another. I’ve
asked my staff to see if we can make the next generation LHAs more
efficient. For the size of teams that we put on the bridge – especially
when you do special evolutions like sea and anchor detail, or
replenishments at sea, or something along those lines, the population
on the bridge triples.
What else did you want to talk about that I didn’t ask you? Maybe
this is a great opportunity to talk about what a great staff you
have.
My staff is phenomenal. Every single idea that I come up with, big or
small, we discuss it and they just literally get right after it. We take
on some pretty audacious goals and we look at different concepts
and ways of doing things. If we don’t lead the conversation about
evolving to 5th generation ships, who will? As you can tell by some of
the things I’ve talked about, we don’t dream small dreams at ESG 3.
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Bonhomme Richard Sailor Recognized for Heroic Action
Originally published on navy.mil
BY CHIEF MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST GABRIELLE
HARTFORD, USS BONHOMME RICHARD PUBLIC AFFAIRS

SAN DIEGO (NNS) -- Rear Adm. Cedric Pringle, commander
of Expeditionary Strike Group 3, awarded Religious Programs
Specialist Seaman David Miller, assigned to the amphibious
assault ship USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD 6), the Navy and Marine
Corps Commendation Medal, April 26, for his heroic actions in
disarming a woman with a weapon.
Miller was attending a church service Easter Sunday at Mt. Everest
Academy in San Diego when a woman went up on stage, holding
a gun in one hand and a young child in another. Miller, along with
a few other men, were able to tackle and disarm the woman, and
take the child to safety.
“I’m glad I was able to do something,” Miller said. “It was just lucky
that everything ended up orchestrated the way it did.”
“It is rare that I have an opportunity to award an act of heroism
like this,” said Pringle. “Happening only hours after the recent
attack in Sri Lanka, the world took notice of this event and of
Seaman Miller’s bravery. His act of faith, in spite of fear, has
made a global impact and is a shining example of our Navy’s
commitment to protect and defend.”
Miller said it was by chance that he ended up at the church that
day. It was only a few minutes after he arrived when the incident
took place.
“I originally wasn’t planning on going to the service,” Miller said.
“I thought I would be volunteering all day but I had to leave early
and I had the opportunity to go to church. It was a matter of two
minutes. Had I gotten there any later then it would have already
happened.”
"What RPSN Miller did was truly heroic,” Capt. Rich LeBron,
Bonhomme Richard’s commanding officer, said. “This is a prime
example of what I always work to instill in my team, being 'Ready
Now! Ready Always!' It's what I expect from all my Sailors. As
military members, we are charged with protecting and defending,
so I would hope that any Sailor placed in a situation like this would
be able to make a solid assessment and make the safest and best
decision possible. We are extremely proud of RPSN Miller and
glad to see him recognized for his tremendous actions."
Miller said he is grateful to have received the commendation
medal and credits his actions and mindset to his Navy training.
“The attitude that has been instilled since boot camp is that we
need to be prepared for whatever happens,” he said. “We are
serving the country whether we are on liberty, or we are on the
ship, or we are deployed, and this is our job. That idea has been
instilled since day one, Capt. LeBron always tells the crew, ‘Ready
Now! Ready Always!’ and I think that mindset was a big influence
on what I did.”
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Recruiting Duty is Highly Valued;
Highly Incentivized
An Interview with RDML Brendan McLane
Commander. Navy Recruiting Command
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

How would you describe your job here as Commander of Navy
Recruiting Command, both for someone who doesn’t know much
about the Navy, and then to someone who thinks he or she knows
a lot about the Navy? There are probably a lot of people who
think they know the Navy and recruiting, but don’t really have a
full appreciation of the challenge or the opportunity.
That’s a great way of putting the question because I didn’t know
anything about recruiting when I came to the job. I’m just a fleet
ops guy. My preconception about recruiting, was all about signing
people up. What I learned here is it’s really about shipping people
to Recruit Training Center (RTC). That’s what it’s all about. We’ve
got a goal of about 39,000 Sailors this year, and our goal has
been growing. Of course, signing people up is a lead indicator
for shipping people to RTC, but at the end of the day, the whole
supply system is based on us meeting our shipping numbers. The
Navy manpower system is based on getting new Sailors through
boot camp and on to their A Schools so they get to the fleet on time
to fill their billet.
The force development supply chain—the Manpower, Personnel,
Training & Education (MPT&E) enterprise starts with us. We’re
organized into two regions – east and west – the dividing line is
the Mississippi, but we also have a third region where we lead our
districts that are transforming. Transformation is something that we’ve
been on for about two years now.
The old model of recruiting is the one that we’ve been using since
John Paul Jones. A recruiter at a station would find a potential
applicant; sells that person on the Navy; takes that person to a
Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS); the applicant takes the
ASVAB test (if they haven’t already); and they then are offered a
rating based on the individual’s interests and aptitude, as well as
the needs of the Navy; and they are given a contract with a rate.
They’re sworn in, and become part of the recruiters delayed entry
pool, and when it’s time to go off to RTC the recruiter takes that
future Sailor and puts them on the bus, or takes them to the airport,
and sees them off on their way to boot camp. For each future Sailor,
one recruiter per future sailor does everything.
However, we’ve learned that there are many different skills involved
in that process. There’s selling, closing, and there is a management
and a discipline skill. Not everybody is great in all four of those.
Now, when a Sailor shows up at the Recruiting Academy in Pensacola,
we give people an evaluation tool to see what they are really good
at. When they get to their district, they are divided up into these
four pillars: sales, sourcing, assessing, and onboarding. And the
sources go out there and they do presentations in high school, and
the salespeople are the ones that close. The assessors find the right
jobs for them, and determine when the school seats are available,
and bring them into the Navy. And then the on-boarders are the
ones who run the delayed entry pool. Our people really like the new
way of doing it. It takes a lot of stress out of the process because you
are not juggling all those things at once. Now you just have to do one

RDML Brendan McLane, USN

thing, and hopefully, that’s one thing that you’re really good at.
We’ve found that recruiter job satisfaction has gone up.
How many districts are in this transformation mode now?
We have converted eight districts to this new way of doing it. We’ve
learned with each one, and the process has gotten better, quicker,
and easier every time we’ve gone through a transformation.
Technology has helped us. We have a customer relations
management tool that will connect all the other systems that we
have, such as PRIDE Mod 2 (Personalized Recruiting for Immediate
and Delayed Enlistment) and NALTS (National Advertising Leads
Tracking System). The things that we put data into and take out of,
connect it to this customer relations management tool which makes
things quicker, better, paperless, and they don’t need a CAC-card.
That’s the transformation journey that we’re on.
As the U.S. Navy is growing, we need to help fill the need for more
Sailors. And even as we are growing the force, we currently have
a 6,000-Sailor shortfall in the Navy. It takes about a hundred
TYCOM-level manning actions to get a strike group out the door
for deployment and have every ship in that strike group at 92 to
95 percent manned.
So we’re recruiting to help close that gap, and to grow the Navy
to 355 ships. We’re at 288 now. I tell my recruiters that we won’t
be at 355 ships next year, but one of the future Sailors that they
recruit this year will be the plank-owning CMC of that 355th ship
that commissions in 2050. And that resonates well.
How is the current economy affecting recruiting?
It’s a blessing that our nation had 100 months in a row of job growth.
So hopefully it will keep going. But that makes it challenging
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the Wall Street Journal about how they’re teaching Marines at
Parris Island about what happened on 9-11, was because the new
generation didn’t experience what happened then.
How does retention impact your job?

WICHITA, Kan. (June 1, 2019) Operations Specialist 1st Class Brandi Scarth
and Lt. Jaycie Runge, both assigned to Navy Recruiting District (NRD) St.
Louis, talk to people about the U.S. Navy at the 2019 Wichita River Festival.
Initially beginning in 1970, the goal of the festival is to bring the Wichita
community together, to build community pride, and to focus on Wichita's
natural resource, the Arkansas River. Recruiters assigned to NRD St. Louis were
at the festival in order to spread Navy awareness and to pique people's
interest about America's Navy. NRD St. Louis' area of responsibility covers
more than 200,000 square miles, encompassing Missouri, Kansas, central and
southern Illinois, and a portion of Kentucky. More than 200 officers, enlisted
personnel and civilian staff operate 30 recruiting stations, two Navy Officer
Recruiting Stations and the headquarters in St. Louis. Additionally, two Military
Entrance Processing Stations, one at the headquarters in St. Louis and one in
Kansas City, Mo., handle applicants' processing, classification and physical
examinations. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class
Chris Williamson/Released)

for recruiting. Unemployment now is in the 3 to 4 percent average
across the nation, and in some areas it’s as low as 2 percent, and
we’re looking at better than 3 percent wage growth, which makes
recruiting really hard. We recruit from two population groups. We
have the students who are in high school and the people who are
already in the job market—we can recruit up to age 39. In the past,
when the economy has not been doing so well, the students who want
to go to college later or don’t want to go to college, the Navy has
been a great option. It is a sure thing when they graduate. If you
don’t have a job, it’s a great way to seek employment. But right
now, just about everybody has a job. If job satisfaction is high and
people are getting paid well, it’s much harder recruiting-wise to talk
people out of the jobs that they have to join the Navy. That’s the
market we’re in right now. It takes a lot longer to recruit each future
Sailor because the value proposition is different today. We’ve got a
very good ad campaign – “Forged by the Sea” – that resonates well
with centennials who are looking for growth opportunities and ways
to make themselves better, and they’re looking for authenticity, and
teamwork and diversity, and we offer all that as just a natural thing.

We’ve been at war for a long time, but one of the counter intuitive
things is that retention is really high in the fleet. Usually, when
the economy starts booming, Sailors start leaving the Navy and
going out and doing things in the civilian world. But they’re not
doing that now. Better retention has an impact on our recruiting
goals. Our people are staying in in record numbers. I think that’s
because of two things. First, it’s because of the Navy’s personnel
policies. We’re still running these because Admiral Burke (VADM
Robert Burke, chief of naval personnel and deputy chief of naval
operations (manpower, personnel, training and education) (N1))
focused like a laser on making things better. There were a lot
of little dissatisfiers—hassles with PCS, or orders, or dealing with
the personnel systems--but compounded over the years, they
just made people tired. Those are the things that have always
dissatisfied – and that affected spouses, too. Not only were our
Sailors suffering with these dissatisfiers, but then they got to hear
it when they got home at the end of the long day. Those things,
I think, are all getting better and that’s showing in our retention.
Second, we are now in a great power competition. Sailors
recognize that there is a really big challenge that we NEED them.
I think that need is being communicated well and Sailors buy into
how important their jobs are.
Going back to the process, when I was a recruiter we wanted
our recruiters to sell the Navy, not a rating, and leave that to
the classifiers at the MEPS. The classifiers would look at what
the applicant was qualified for and find the RTC seat and A
school seat to fill that need for the Navy.
That’s changed. Now that our customer relations management
tool has come online, we have the permissions to connect to the
NALTS and PRIDE systems and see what’s available before an
applicant goes to MEPS. The way our recruiting stations are being
organized under transformation—we’re calling them “NTAGs”–

Is that the generation we’re trying to reach? Centennials?
Yes. Some people refer to them as Gen Z, but everybody who’s
between the ages of 2 and 21 is part of the centennial generation.
And we’re graduating 800 centennials into the fleet every week. The
generation before them are the “Millennials,” and DOD is 70 percent
millennial now! We’re a very young organization.
The people who are joining now may not be old enough to
remember 9-11.
Or who were born after 9-11. That’s correct. There was a piece in
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ANCHORAGE, Alaska (May 22, 2019) Rear Adm. Brendan R. McLane,
commander of Navy Recruiting Command, speaks with the Navy League
Alaska during his visit to raise awareness of the Navy's relationship with
Alaska. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class
Zachary S. Eshleman/Released)
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Navy Talent Acquisition Groups – their numbers are better now than
they used to be. Everybody respects that.
Results speak for themselves.
That’s one of the neat things about recruiting is you really are as
good as your last month’s production. We’ve always been numberdriven, and we really use metrics to quantify success, or lack thereof.
We have the blessing of being a pretty big command that only does
one thing, and that’s recruit future Sailors. I think some credit is due
to recruiters for the higher retention. When we deliver what we say
we’re going to deliver and put people into the jobs that they really
want, people are so much happier if they get to do what their natural
inclination is.
Now, of course, there’s a huge education piece, and this goes really
to my long-term challenges. But there is an important part of that to
educate people on what the many opportunities are. A lot of people
see SEALs or corpsmen or intelligence specialists because they saw
that in a movie or on TV, so that’s what they think they know about,
and what they think they might want to do. We need to expose
people to all the other opportunities that are out there, especially
the ones that pay very well. We’re up to $40,000 enlistment bonuses
now for fields like nuclear. We’ve got five ratings that all fall under
what we call “Warrior Challenge,” which is SEAL, Special Boats, Air
Rescue, and EOD. And those all get a $40,000 bonus, too.
They have tougher requirements.
Yes, there is a tougher screening process. There are higher physical
standards that they have to meet, and then they go through a draft
process where Special Operations “scouts” draft who they will be
accepting for training.
So the SPECWAR community is your customer.
I have lots of customers: I’ve got Naval Reactors, SPECWARCOM,
BUMED, Reserves, Chaplain Corps, etc.—I have to recruit for all of
them and they all have their own individual goals. My big goal for
the year is 39,000 Sailors– and that’s active duty Sailors – but then

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (May 22, 2019) Rear Adm. Brendan R. McLane,
commander of Navy Recruiting Command, visits students from the Service
High School Navy Junior ROTC unit during his visit to raise awareness of the
Navy's relationship with Alaska. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Zachary S. Eshleman/Released)

we also have 5,500 reservists, we have probably about 5,000
officers that we also have to meet.
You talked about educating your potential market. How do
you do that?
Our research has shown that about 100 percent of Americans
know that we have a Navy, but about 1 percent of Americans
know what the Navy does. And when we talk about our available
market, not all of them are physically qualified, have the grades,
and also are interested in serving their country. Based on DoD’s
analysis, we have 20 million 17-21-year-olds in America, and
that waterfalls down, but comes down to 370 thousand who are
physically qualified, have the grades, and motivated to serve their
country in the military. So I’m competing with the Army and the
Marine Corps and the Air Force over that 370,000.
And they all have other options besides the military.
That’s right. Beyond that number there is about 1,700,000 “fencesitters” who are considering it, but the data shows us that people
don’t know really enough about the military in general, not just the
Navy, to make an informed decision. There are fewer veterans
now than there used to be. In 1990, 45 percent of American
families had a vet in the family, and therefore, when everybody
got together at Thanksgiving or Christmas, Uncle Larry told his war
stories. That’s changed now. It’s gone from 45 down to 15 percent
of American families that have a vet in it.
That means we have to tell more war stories.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (May 22, 2019) Rear Adm. Brendan R. McLane,
commander of Navy Recruiting Command, visits the Port of Anchorage to
learn about their operations, and unique challenges, during his visit to raise
awareness of the Navy's relationship with Alaska. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 2nd Class Zachary S. Eshleman/Released)

And it means that our community outreach – from ALL aspects
of the Navy. The fleet needs to do more. Sailors can do more
when they go home on leave. The reserves need to do more
when they’re out in the communities. The retired community needs
to do more with the VFW or the Fleet Reserve Club. The Navy
League is an organization that has as part of its charter to inform
the American public about what the Navy does. We need to do
more of that. Popular culture can give a boost, like TV shows and
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without even looking at their numbers – you can tell by the way the
recruiters carry themselves whether or not they’re making goal.
Sometimes I sit down with the recruiters who are successful, and
I explain the big picture to them, answer their questions, explain
what the priorities are, and thank them for what they’re doing,
and then they’re looking at their watches because they’re anxious
to get back to work.
Maybe they should give you some of those suspect/prospect
cards to help them make some calls.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (May 22, 2019) Rear Adm. Brendan R. McLane
commander of Navy Recruiting Command, is interviewed by KTVA news anchor
John Thompson during his visit to raise awareness of the Navy's relationship
with Alaska. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class
Zachary S. Eshleman/Released)

movies. People keep saying, jokingly, that we need another Top
Gun. Well, thankfully, another Top Gun is coming out.
A lot of people that watched that movie thought it was about the
Air Force.
When our ad agency was developing our Forged by the Sea
campaign, they showed focus group videos. When they showed
them aircraft carriers with planes landing on them, without any kind
of an explanation, some of the participants said they thought the
Navy was providing those ships as a service to the Air Force for their
planes. So that’s how low the knowledge level in the public is about
the Navy and it’s really not about “Whose fault is it?” That’s just
where we are right now. We need to do more to educate the public.
What is the average production per recruiter each month?
An average recruiter is somewhere at 1.2 contracts per month. The
good ones are 2 and above.
What percentage of applicants are in the Delayed Entry Program,
and what percent ship to RTC right away?
I would say it’s very rare that we write a contract and then ship them
immediately. The chances of attrition are higher. If we get them
for two to three months in DEP, we have time to teach them what to
expect so they have a leg up before they get to RTC. That’s probably
the ideal because that gives them time to put their affairs in order,
particularly ones who are already in the work force.
And you can work with the DEP pool to bring their friends in.
We have incentives for that. If you bring in somebody, particularly
if he’s a high-quality applicant, you could be a push-button E3 on
graduating from boot camp.
What’s the most interesting thing that you’ve learned so far from
this job?
I’m not going to say I’ve learned or mastered this – but my answer
would be the art of goaling. There is the human dynamic in that. You
want “stretch goals” and challenge people to really perform, but not
make it out of reach so that they give up. We want them to succeed.
I’ve also noticed something about those stations that consistently do
well. When I walk in, it’s like walking onto the quarterdeck of a
ship. You can tell within three seconds if they’re making goal or not –
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That’s what recruiting used to be about, reaching potential
applicants on the phone and getting them to come into the station.
But we’re doing less of that. This generation uses their phones,
but not to actually talk to people – they use them for texting.
They use apps like WhatsApp or Instagram. And with robo-calls,
people don’t answer their phones, so cold calling doesn’t really
work anymore. We have changed our strategy for marketing and
advertising. We’re 70 percent digital now and only 30 percent
on TV. It’s been successful, although our recruiters do miss seeing
the ads on TV and seeing those big billboards. Digital has been
effective because we can track how we do online and tie that to
the number of contracts. It’s easy to show the return on investment.
We run those 6-second clips that you have to watch to get to
content, and we match that to the content you are looking at. If
you have to watch the 6-second preroll before you get to your
gaming site, we have a spot that has a gaming tag-line on it, such
as an EOD Sailor operating one of our high-tech robots and then
you see the tag-line, “We are AFK,” which means “away from
keyboard.” If it’s a movie site, there’s a quick scene of aircraft
taking off from an aircraft carrier and then the spot shows, “This is
what WE binge watch.” And what we find is that 80 percent of the
time our spots get watched to the end—which means they don’t
opt out and hit “skip ad,” And our ad agency can show them more,
and they usually watch THAT to the end, and that usually takes
them to the website and then the call center. We have metrics
that show that--funneled all the way down to contracts. It’s not the
same as that positive affirmation I get when I see that billboard
but going digital is more cost effective.
The Centennials are digital natives – they’ve had iPhones since they
were born. They’ve got a very short filter for detecting whether
the content is relevant for them. It’s about 8 seconds. That’s when
they look at something and then they’re moving on to something
else. But if they’re watching to the end of our spots that shows that
it resonates with them.
We’ve decided to shake things up. We’ve started doing what we
call “swarms,” which helps us target critical areas, get maximum
exposure, and reward some of our top performers. We focus on
big events and bring recruiters from around the country to take
advantage of the increased attention that that event already has.
We ran a pilot right before Christmas in Miami for two back-toback Miami Heat games. We brought down one of our virtual
reality trucks. We have two—Nimitz and Burke. Nimitz is a
virtual reality center inside an 18-wheeler where you walk in and
you get a dog tag that has your info on it and then you become a
special boat driver who has to go into a hot extraction point to get
the SEALs out and then drive them back down the river. You have a
VR headset with great 360-degree graphics. After your mission,
you get your debrief. We bring in instructors from the Recruiting
Academy, and recruiters-of-the-year from the other districts, as
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a way of recognizing them, and we swarm. We hit the high schools
in larger groups than we usually do. Using Nimitz or Burke gives us
greater access because we show up with something. Everybody’s
interested in it. We do lots of presentations in the classrooms on,
particularly about STEM, to really drive the nuclear field recruitment.
We also invest in local media about 14 days before the event. All
those things combined drive the number of contacts up, which leads
to higher numbers of interviews, which leads to a great number of
contracts. We’ve done that for the Miami Heat games, we did that
at the Pro Bowl in January, which also coincided with a military expo
focused on high school kids in Orlando. We did the Mobile Navy
Week at the end of February. And then in March we were at the
Minnesota Ice Hockey State Championship in Minneapolis.
Do you select places where you have not been as successful and
you’re trying to improve that? Or are you picking places that you
know will be successful because we’ve always done well there?
I think we’re doing both. We want to balance it so that East gets
as many as the West region. We started with markets that were
already good. Miami is probably the number two market in the
United States as far as district performance goes, so we started
there. Orlando is also a market that has a high propensity to serve,
as is Mobile, Alabama. Minneapolis has been a greater challenge
for us. We get high quality, but we don’t get large numbers out of
NTAG Northern Plains. We’re very interested to see how that swarm
activity translates into contracts. There is usually a 30- to 60-day
lag time on the interviews turning into contracts because you have
to get them through MEPS. Our next swarm will be for the Boston
Marathon, which coincides with Patriot's Day in Massachusetts, with
reenactments, and a Red Sox game at Fenway Park. We are going
to swarm on all of that. We’re going to places that we haven’t been
in a while. We’re increasing our presence there hoping to get more
market share, then we’re doing these swarms.
Do you also focus on areas with higher unemployment?
Yes. One of those areas is Puerto Rico. After the hurricane destroyed
some of our recruiting stations, we reduced our numbers there in
2016-2017. We’re working with the Army Corps of Engineers now to
open two new stations in Puerto Rico, but we’re not waiting until that
comes through because that usually takes about 12 months. We’ve
got two mobile recruiting stations that we use throughout Puerto Rico,
and presence in two malls where we’re recruiting. We’re increasing
the number of recruiters that we have in Puerto Rico. We’re bringing
Spanish-speaking Sailors who are in the reserves onto active duty
to help in recruiting there. We’re looking to increase the number of
future Sailors we get from Puerto Rico by probably a third this fiscal
year so our goal is 389 future Sailors coming out of Puerto Rico.
What about prior service? Is there an emphasis to get people to
come back into the Navy?
The Navy Reserves is one of my customers. Prior service in the
reserves is their number one priority. And it just makes a lot of sense.
We need to have 100 percent contact with every Sailor before they
get out, because it makes it so much easier for them to stay in the
reserves, or to transition in the reserves, rather than getting out. It
makes it so much easier than if they decide a few years later that
they want to come back in. We have focused our prior service
recruiters in fleet concentration areas--such as Norfolk, Jacksonville,
San Diego, and, Pearl Harbor and Pac NorWest--and their goal is

aVICTORIA, Texas (April 18, 2019) Fire Controlman 1st Class Jordan
Dayberry of Dallas, assigned to Navy Recruiting Station (NRS) Victoria,
speaks with students of Victoria East High School about career opportunities
in America's Navy at the Navy's Virtual Reality Experience, the NIMITZ.
Recruiters assigned to NRS Victoria were at the NIMITZ to spread Navy
awareness and to pique students' interest about America's Navy. The
experience started with registration, a mission briefing, donning on rumble
packs and virtual reality headsets, and immersion into the mission. The
mission consisted of a virtual high-speed water extraction of a Navy SEAL
team pinned down under enemy fire. Once the students completed the
mission, they were graded on how they responded to five separate mission
commands. Dayberry joined America's Navy in 2011 after graduating
from Leonard High School becoming a recruiter in 2019. The NIMITZ is
named after Fleet Adm. Chester Nimitz, a native of Fredericksburg, Texas,
who commanded the U.S. Pacific Fleet during WWII. Navy Recruiting
District San Antonio's area of responsibility includes more than 30 Navy
Recruiting Stations and Navy Officer Recruiting Stations spread throughout
144,000 square miles of Central and South Texas territory. (U.S. Navy
photo by Burrell Parmer, Navy Recruiting District San Antonio Public
Affairs/Released)

100% contact with EVERY sailor who is getting out of the Navy to
make sure that they’re aware of the great benefits that they can
get if they sign up, and how much harder it would be if they wait
and decide later on.
You’ve mentioned the high priority of the Nuclear Field, and
the bonuses, as well as some of the special warfare jobs. Do
you have other jobs that are high priority?
CTI (Cryptologic Technician Interpretive) is high priority for us.
We’ve got a $30,000 bonus for them, and we will have shipping
bonuses attached to the electronic submarine ratings, as well.
We’ve been talking mostly about enlisted recruiting. How
do you go after officer applicants, people that are college
graduates or about to be?
The officer recruiting stations are usually located close to
college campuses. We recruit for unrestricted line, but we also
need doctors, chaplains, and fields like that. These can be very
challenging, because unemployment is so low, a lot of those people
have choices.
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BOSTON (April 10, 2019) Sailors assigned to various Navy Recruiting
Districts and Navy Talent Acquisition Groups conduct presentations at
Everett High School about the Navy's nuclear programs during Navy
Recruiting Commands' Surge Boston evolution. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist Zachary S. Eshleman/Released)
BOSTON (April 13, 2019) During Navy Recruiting Commands' Boston Surge
evolution, Sailors attend a Boston College baseball game to raise Navy
awareness. Surge is a new recruiting strategy in support of the national policy
to build a 355-ship Navy. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist
2nd Class Zachary S. Eshleman/Released)

You mentioned the Career Recruiter Force. What is the CRF? How
do you get to be a career recruiter?
If you’re really good at recruiting, you can convert to the Navy
Counselor rate—NC—and become a career recruiter, which has its
own whole career path. You go back to our Recruiting Academy
where you become a trainer at the district level and then can be a
career recruiter at the district, or you go up to the region and then
it tops out at National Chief Recruiter. Master Chief Petty Officer
Franklin Tiongco is our NCR, and is a great example of reserve and
active duty integration in recruiting because he’s an FTS (full time
support) reservist.
What would you tell a junior officer or a Sailor who was
considering recruiting for shore duty?
For division officers, department heads, and our Sailors and
chief petty officers in the fleet, going recruiting for their Sailors is
probably the best thing that they could do for their career. If you
are a third class petty officer and you go recruiting, it’s an automatic
advancement to E5. So that’s a push button. No other area in the
Navy has special duty assignment bonuses up to level 7--that’s an
extra $500 a month if you meet all of the criteria, qualifications,
and training. Nobody else gets that. We meritoriously advance our
sailors at a 50 percent higher rate than the fleet. The proof is in the
pudding. If you look at the numbers, the selection rate to E-7 for the
FY ’19 chief’s board in the fleet was 19 percent. But for recruiters
in the field it was 29 percent; and for our career recruiting force
it was 44 percent. If you go recruiting, you’re going to be making
more money and will get advanced quicker. If you go to one of the
more challenging areas, like Michigan, you get sea duty credit for
the years that you’re in NRD Michigan. We have five areas like that.
Plus, if you’re an E5 and you go to an E6 recruiter billet, you’ll get
advanced into that. We call that Advance to Vacancy. The Navy is
putting its money where its mouth is. Recruiting is highly valued and,
therefore, highly incentivized.
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FESTUS, Mo. (March 27, 2019) Machinist's Mate 2nd Class Jerrod Ragsdale,
a recruiter assigned to Navy Recruiting Station Festus, Missouri, part
of Navy Recruiting District (NRD) St. Louis, contacts recruits at his desk.
Ragsdale is featured in this week's Navy Recruiting Command Recruiter
Spotlight. He was NRD St. Louis' enlisted recruiter of the month in November
2018 and has received multiple awards for his exceptional recruiting
efforts. NRD St. Louis' area of responsibility covers more than 200,000
square miles, encompassing Missouri, Kansas, central and southern Illinois,
and a portion of Kentucky. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class Chris Williamson/Released)

BOSTON (April 10, 2019) Sailors assigned to various Navy Recruiting
Districts and Navy Talent Acquisition Groups conduct presentations at
Everett High School about the Navy's nuclear programs during Navy
Recruiting Commands' Surge Boston evolution. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist Zachary S. Eshleman/Released)
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NATIONAL NEWS
2019 VADM Robert L. Walters Scholarship Awardees

SOPHIA ADAMS

CAROLINE BARRY

EVAN BERRYMAN

Sophia graduated from Naples High
School, Naples, Italy. She will be attending the University of California, Los Angeles and is Undeclared at this time.

Rolls Royce Scholar

Evan graduated from Klein Oak High
School, Spring, TX. He just completed his
Freshman year at Baylor University and is
majoring in Computer Science.

Caroline graduated from Stone Ridge
School of the Sacred Heart, Bethesda,
MD. She will be attending Virginia Commonwealth University and plans on majoring in Graphic Design.

EGAN CALHOUN

LAUREN CARROLL

CALVIN COX

BAE Systems Scholar

Lauren graduated from High School of
American Studies at Lehman College,
Bronx, NY. She will be attending Columbia University and Sciences Po, a Dual BA
Program studying Political Science and
Economics.

Calvin graduated from Coronado High
School, Coronado, CA. He will be attending University of California, Berkeley and
plans on majoring in Business Administration.

Egan graduated from Battlefield High
School, Haymarket, VA. He will be attending Virginia Tech and plans on majoring in Business.
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2019 VADM Robert L. Walters Scholarship Awardees

JAMES GALLAGHER

ETHAN 'DUKE' HILL

HENRY HILL

Lockheed Martin Scholar

BAE Systems Scholar

Lockhedd Martin Scholar

James graduated from Saint John Paul the
Great Catholic High School, Dumfries, VA.
He just completed his Sophomore year at
The University of Dallas and is majoring in
Biochemistry.

Ethan graduated from W.T. Woodson
High School, Fairfax, VA. He will be attending Virginia Tech and plans on majoring in Computer Science.

Henry graduated from Kaiserslautern
High School, Kaiserslautern, Germany.
He just completed his Sophomore year at
Minerva Schools at KGI and is majoring in
Computer Science.

KATIE KACHER

CAYLA KATZ

CHARLOTTE KISS

Katie graduated from Shape American
High School, Casteau, Belgium. She will
be attending the University of Virginia
and plans on majoring in Business.

Cayla graduated from Frank W. Cox High
School, Virginia Beach, VA. She will be
attending Virginia Tech and plans on majoring in Biomedical Engineering.

CAPT Fred Berck, USN (Ret) Scholar
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Charlotte graduated from Hickory High
School, Chesapeake, VA. She will be
attending the University of Virginia and
plans on majoring in Public Policy or Economics.
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MADISON LAROCHE

OLIVIA MARQUIS

BRENDAN MCMANAMON

Madison graduated from Minnetonka
High School, Minnetonka, MN. She will be
attending Virginia Tech and plans on majoring in Neuroscience.

Lockheed Martin Scholar

Lockheed Martin Scholar

Olivia graduated from Patriot High School,
Nokesville, VA. She will be attending the
University of Virginia and plans on majoring in Biomedical Engineering.

Brendan graduated from South Carolina
Governor’s School for Science and Mathematics, Hartsville, SC. He will be attending Princeton University and plans on majoring in Electrical Engineering.

JUSTIN MURRAY

HAILEY SHINEGO

MICHAEL TAYLOR

BecTech Scholar

Hailey graduated from Stanton College
Preparatory High School, Jacksonville, FL.
She just completed her Freshman year at
Florida State University and is majoring
in Psychology with undergraduate studies
toward graduate studies in Pediatric Physical Therapy.

Rolls-Royce Scholar

Justin graduated from Riverside High
School, Leesburg, VA. He will be attending The University of Pittsburgh - Greensburg and plans on majoring in Information
Technology.

Michael graduated from Riverside High
School, Leesburg, VA. He will be attending Virginia Tech and plans on majoring in
Business Information Technology.
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1st Place - NJROTC Essay Contest
BY: CONNOR SMITH (COLTS NECK HIGH SCHOOL, COLTS NECK, NJ)

The attack on Pearl Harbor challenged the honor, courage, and commitment of every individual present that Sunday. Joe George rose
to the occasion the morning of December 7th, 1941, even though he was being punished by his Commanding Officer. His courage and
commitment were put to the test aboard the USS Vestal, berthed adjacent to the USS Arizona.
When the Arizona was fatally hit, it
set the water ablaze around itself and the Vestal. George was ordered to cut the line connecting the ships so the Vestal could escape. He
grabbed an axe to cut the line when he saw shipmates – not Vestal shipmates – but fellow sailors trapped on the Arizona. He became
their shipmate in an instant and threw a rope seventy feet across burning water to the Arizona. He then held that rope tight so those men,
shipmates he didn’t know, could move hand over hand from the Arizona to the Vestal. Only after every man was safe did he carry out his
order and sever the connecting line. The Vestal sailed away with the few Arizona survivors onboard, along with their humble, unsung hero,
Joe George.
Every sailor can learn from Joe George. He exemplifies personal honor and selflessness. In the midst of chaos, George put the lives of
others before his own. He used his God given physical strength to rescue fellow sailors - not for glory or recognition - because he knew it
was the right thing to do. His Captain had told him a couple days earlier that he wanted to put him out of the Navy due to his brawling.
George did like to fight and on December 7th he fought with courage and commitment to his shipmates. Although punished for his brawling
and drinking, he quickly proved himself a selfless leader when the chips were down. He saved not only fellow sailors but the families those
sailors would have after the war. Four generations would have perished if not for Joe George.
It took years for the sailors Joe George saved to learn his identity. After his heroic actions, Joe George went on to fight in the war, finish
a Navy career, get married and raise a family. His own children knew he was at Pearl Harbor on December 7th but Joe never told them
about what he had done that day. Joe George accepted that he was one of many who performed heroic acts that day. He never sought
recognition or even a thank you. He was committed to perform his duties and saw saving his shipmates as his duty.
The men he saved, however, did not want his heroism to go unnoticed. They worked to find Joe and insure people knew they were alive
thanks to a shipmate they never got to know. His Arizona shipmates insured Joe George was recognized for his valor. He was awarded a
Bronze Star with combat V, posthumously. Joe George is an example of honor, courage, and commitment for all sailors to emulate.

2nd Place - NJROTC Essay Contest
BY: SARAH SKINNER (W.B. RAY HIGH SCHOOL, CORPUS CHRISTI, TX)

Honor, courage, and commitment: these words stand not only as the guiding principles of the Navy but for any upstanding world citizen.
The prevalence of these values is shown repeatedly throughout history in the actions of those willing to live by them – from our WWII
veterans to the leaders of the civil rights movements, and on through the span of human history. However, these principles are also present
in our day-to-day lives, shown through the actions of people we see every day. Watching the documentary, Lifeline: Pearl Harbor’s
Unknown Hero, strengthened my belief that we must remember and honor the Navy’s core values as well as those who live and act by them.
As a Navy brat, the Navy’s core values have been instilled in me throughout my life – through my interactions with my parents, through
my experiences of living on a military base, and through my education in NJROTC. I have tried to live my life by these principles, and I
know these principles guide the actions of many citizens. However, I often do not see direct examples of these values in action, particularly
regarding honor and courage. I mostly witness the sacrifices sailors make to honor their commitment to our nation when they depart on
deployment. Therefore, learning about Joe George in Lifeline: Pearl Harbor’s Unknown Hero gave me more of an appreciation for the
values that I have been taught my entire life. I saw that people can make mistakes or even disobey orders, but they can still become
accomplished and make changes in the world as long as they are truly driven by their commitment to service, themselves, and others; the
courage to do the right thing despite potential consequences; and, the honor to make moral decisions. I feel that today’s youth are still
being pushed towards the ideals of perfection, yet the documentary’s acknowledgment of Joe George’s less honorable actions, such as
drinking and fighting, made me realize that we can still be honorable even if we make mistakes as long as we learn from those mistakes
and know what is right at heart.
Additionally, watching the documentary helped me fully understand the sacrifices that our WWII veterans had made. To my generation,
the struggles of the World Wars seem far removed from us, and few of us have interacted with any World War veterans. We often
hear of the large victories rather than the small acts of courage that occur thousands of times in war, such as the honorable actions of Joe
George and every soldier who has fought for our country. These great men and women have truly endured the worst. Therefore, we as a
nation must work to recognize their sacrifice for a greater future.
In conclusion, our Navy core values – honor, courage, and commitment – are important principles, not only in the guidance of our own lives
but in the guidance of those throughout history. We should remember the efforts of those who live by these principles.
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3rd Place - NJROTC Essay Contest
BY: EMILY BEERS (DULUTH HIGH SCHOOL, DULUTH, GA)

Honor. Courage. Commitment. These are the first pieces of knowledge you get when entering into the NJROTC program. You learn how to
quickly say them when asked in inspection, but you hardly learn why they matter. Until you hear a story such as Joe George’s, the personal
connection to these words is nonexistent as a cadet. His actions, in a moment of desperation and chaos, exemplified the Navy Core Values,
and lives were saved due to it. Hearing this story made me reflect on those in my life who I consider to demonstrate these values: my
great uncle and my own father. These men and their stories have touched my life and will touch the lives of many others for years to come.
Honor is doing the right thing when someone is telling you it’s not. Joe George did the honorable thing in disobeying a direct order to save
the lives of six men. Six families were saved that day due to his honorable actions. He did it with no hesitation. My father decided, when
our country was maliciously attacked on September 11, 2001, that he would not stand by and watch. His honor allowed him to brush off
the hate and disgust of the people around him and sign up to defend this country. My great uncle joined in the fight in Vietnam. Even at
the risk of being harassed in his hometown, his honor lead him to do the right thing, regardless of what other people thought. Proof of
his honor and sacrifice lies in Washington, D.C. at the Vietnam War Memorial. Honor is compassion overruling a direct order to do what’s
right. Honor is signing up when everyone tells you not to. Honor is no hesitation.
Winston Churchill once said, “Fear is a reaction. Courage is a decision.” Courage does not equal fearlessness. I guarantee you that Joe
George and the six men he saved were scared out of their minds from the moment the first bomb fell. Their courage kept them going. Their
courage saved their lives and gave Joe George his posthumous medal. My great uncle’s courage transferred to his wife as she endured
over 15 years of her husband’s MIA status. My father’s courage allowed him to rush into a burning building in Iraq to save a woman’s
baby, not knowing whether she was lying or not. Courage is something every hero chooses, and these heroes did.
Commitment is never giving up. Donald Stratton and Lauren Bruner were committed to getting Joe George a medal. They were given
closure at Pearl Harbor when his daughter, Joe Ann, received the medal in George’s honor. Commitment led every man George saved that
day to not only survive, but to live. Commitment pushed my great uncle, father, and millions of service men and women to don the uniform
and fight for the ideal of this great nation.
The Navy Core Values will live on as long as there are people like Joe George, living them day-by-day.

Find us and stay up to date with the lastest news and events!

NEW THREE YEAR MEMBERS
ENS David Buckley USN

CPO Donald Ganes USN

Mr. Michael Lucero

CDR Patrick Chapman USN

LT Joseph Hanacek USN

MK1 Robert Martin USCG

CAPT Christopher Olaes USN (Ret)

BMCM James Hines USCG

CDR Anthony Massey USN

CAPT Curt Renard USN (Ret)

LT Matthew Conners USN

CDR Simon Hwang USN

LT Robert McStravick USN

LT Emmanuel Richardson USN

LT Kainoa Cumpston USN

LCDR Russell Lince USN

Mr. Christopher Moore

CAPT Edwin Tyler USN (Ret)

LTJG Daniel Feeney USN

CAPT Ralph Little USCG

CAPT Blake Novak USCG

LT Casey Colton USN

Mr. Richard Oberreiter

CDR David Walton USN

NEW LIFE MEMBERS
CDR James Blankenship USN (Ret)
CDR Robert Brown USN (Ret)
LCDR David Cook USN
LCDR Charles Cooper USN
LT Charles Golden USN (Ret)

LT Anthony Haywood USN

CDR William Kordyjak USN (Ret)

RADM Richard Ustick USN (Ret)

CAPT Thomas Hennessey USN (Ret)

LCDR Michael Nichols USN (Ret)

CDR Michael Welgan USN

Mr. James Howard

CAPT Loren Page USN (Ret)

RDML Stephen Williamson USN

CAPT Theodore Kaye USN (Ret)

CAPT Chris Rawley USN

RADM Robert Wray USN (Ret)

LCDR Theresa Kaylor USN

CAPT Mark Scovill USN (Ret)
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Surface Navy Association Award Summaries and Deadlines
For submission criteria and more information visit navysna.org

ADMIRAL ARLEIGH BURKE SURFACE WARFARE ADMIRAL ZUMWALT AWARD FOR VISIONARY
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE AWARD
LEADERSHIP
DEADLINE = OCTOBER 15th

DEADLINE = OCTOBER 15th

Recognizing superior achievements in the operational aspects of
Surface Warfare, by qualified Surface Warfare Officers & Enlisted
Surface Warfare Specialists. This award not only recognizes the
activity where operational excellence is demonstrated or required,
but also in the activities during deployments of surface ships that
require the skill & professionalism of all Surface Warriors.

Honoring an officer or senior enlisted person who most clearly
exemplifies the extraordinary qualities, vision & incisiveness of the
nineteenth Chief of Naval Operations.

HALL OF FAME
DEADLINE = AUGUST 31st

CAPT RAYMOND A. KOMOROWSKI PHOTOGRA- The individuals that comprise the Surface Navy Association’s
PHY AWARD
Hall of Fame are not the complete list of those worthy of such
DEADLINE = OCTOBER 1st

This award was initiated to showcase the professional activities &
lives of the Surface Warfare Community. Featuring images that
represent their contribution in the following areas; naval warfare;
archival material, & educating the citizens of the United States
regarding surface warfare department & its achievements.

LITERARY AWARD
DEADLINE - NOVEMBER 1st

To award the best professional article in any publication addressing
surface navy or surface warfare issues. This award is jointly sponsored
by SNA & USNI.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD
DEADLINE = AUGUST 31st

Awarded to Surface Navy Association Members who are retired
officers, enlisted service members, a member of industry, or a civilian
who has contributed significantly to the Surface Navy Association or
the Surface Community. If you would like someone considered for
this award, please email the name and a short writeup of why they
should be considered, to awards@navysna.org.

recognition. They are representatives of all of our heroes, past and
present, who have made an exceptionally significant contribution
to the Continental Navy, U.S. Surface Navy, U.S. Coast Guard or
to Surface Navy Warfare, whether as a member of the armed
services or as a civilian. If you would like someone considered for
this award, please email the name and a short writeup of why
they should be considered, to awards@navysna.org.

NJROTC ESSAY AWARD
DEADLINE = FEBRUARY 15th (2020)

This award engages NJROTC cadets in understanding and
appreciating the sacrifices of our WWII veterans, Navy core
values, and what it means to be a shipmate. SNA Awards
Committee will select the top three essays submitted by NJROTC
units.

STEPHEN DECATUR, JR. NJROTC AWARD
OPENS = MARCH 1st

Selected by the NJROTC unit commander. One awardee for each
category may be selected annually from each unit. The selections
will be presented to the Surface Navy Association no later than
May 25th.

VICE ADMIRAL ROBERT L. WALTERS SCHOL- VIDEO COMPETITION
ARSHIP
DEADLINE = OCTOBER 1st
DEADLINE = MARCH 1st (2020)

The Surface Navy Association Scholar receives an academic
scholarship awarded for demonstrated leadership, community
service, academic achievement and a commitment to pursuing higher
educational objectives.
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To creatively promote the values of the Surface Navy Association
and to actively engage the Surface fleet and SNA members to
choreograph and produce a Surface Warfare “spirit spot” video,
showcasing Sailor’s lives in the Surface Navy and Coast Guard (at
sea and ashore) or supporting surface warfare in industry.
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Stephen Decatur, Jr. NJROTC Award
“Thank you. The Cadets were thrilled!”
—LCDR JIM MOORE, USN (RET), MIDLAND VALLEY HS NJROTC

Cadet/Ensign José Sedano
Chaffey High School
Ontario, CA
Presenter: CDR William Lauper, USN (Ret)

Cadet/PO3 Katherine Cardoza
Chaffey High School
Ontario, CA
Presenter: CDR William Lauper, USN (Ret)

Cadet Ensign Kaeleigh Wilson
Colleton County High School
Walterboro, SC

Cadet Ilian Martinez & Cadet Angelina Vellas
Gaither High School
Tampa, FL
Presenter: CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)
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Stephen Decatur, Jr. NJROTC Award
“Thank you for your continued support of the JROTC program.”
—CDR J. L. CIZEK, SC, USN (RET), E. J. KING HIGH SCHOOL

Cadet Joseph Shipes
Edward H. White H.S.
Jacksonville, FL
Presenter: CAPT Tracy Connors, USN (Ret)

Cadet Quantasia O'Neal
Edward H. White H.S.
Jacksonville, FL
Presenter: CAPT Tracy Connors, USN (Ret)

Cadet Seaman Decire Delacruz
E. J. King High School
Sasebo, Japan

Cadet Seaman Emily McGovern
E. J. King High School
Sasebo, Japan
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Cadet Lianya Horton-Tang
Great Mills H.S
Great Mills, MD

Cadet Nasir Salcedo
Great Mills H.S
Great Mills, MD

c/CPO Angel Martin-Meza
Gulf High School
New Port Richey, FL
Presenter: CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

Cadet Alex Bowman & Cadet Esther Yang
Troy High School
Fullerton, CA
Presenter: CDR William Lauper, USN (Ret)
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Stephen Decatur, Jr. NJROTC Award

Cadet Amani Haskins
Robinson High School
Tampa, FL
Presenter: CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

Cadet Diavion Jenkins
Robinson High School
Tampa, FL
Presenter: CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

C/LT Sirius James
Shelton High School
Shelton, WA

C/SN Grace Autrey
Shelton High School
Shelton, WA
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Cadet C/PO1 Natavia Snavely
West Carteret High School
Morehead City, NC
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THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR CORPORATE MEMBERS
901D LLC
Advanced Acoustic Concepts, LLC
AECOM
Aerojet Rocketdyne
American Defense International

Fairlead Integrated

MKM Consulting, LLC

Fincantieri Marine Group

MSI - Defense Systems US Inc.

FLIR Systems

Northrop Grumman - Maritime

GE Marine
General Atomics Electromagnetic Systems

Pacific Engineering, Inc.
Raytheon Company

American Systems

General Dynamics Bath Iron Works

Rolls-Royce Marine North America

AMS Group, Inc.

General Dynamics Mission Systems

Saab Defense & Security USA LLC

AMSC
Atlas North America
Austal
Aydin Displays
BAE Systems Integrated Defense Systems
BAE Platforms & Services
Basic Commerce & Industries, Inc.
BecTech
Bollinger Shipyards, LLC
Booz Allen Hamilton
Bramer Group
CACI
Capitol Integration
Cobham
Collins Aerospace
Comark Corporation
Crowley Maritime Corporation
Cubic
Curtiss-Wright
DELTA Resources, Inc.
Donaldson Aerospace & Defense
Engility Corporation
Esterline Federal
Fairbanks Morse Engines
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General Dynamics NASSCO

SAIC

General Tool Company

Shock Tech, Inc.

Gibbs & Cox, Inc.

SimVentions, Inc.

Gryphon Technologies
HENSOLDT, Inc.
Hepburn and Sons, LLC
HiPK, LLC
Huntington Ingalls Industries
Hydroid
Innovative Defense Technologies
Innovative Signal Analysis, Inc.
Insitu
iXblue Defense Systems, Inc.
Kelvin Hughes, LLC
Kongsberg Defense Systems
L3 Harris
Leidos
Leonardo DRS, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
ManTech International Corporation
Marotta Controls, Inc.
McKean Defense
Mikros Systems Corporation
Milcots, LLC

Sonalysts, Inc.
SSS Clutch Company, Inc.
Strategic Insight, LTD.
Systems Planning & Analysis, Inc.
Tech-Marine Business, Inc.
Technology Service Corporation
Teledyne Brown Engineering
Terma North America, Inc.
Textron Systems
Thales Defense & Security
The Boeing Company
Transhield, Inc.
Tri-Tec Manufacturing
Ultra Electronics
United States Marine, Inc.
USAA
VSE Corporation
Wartsila Defense, Inc.
Whitney, Bradley & Brown, Inc.
WR Systems, Ltd.
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The middle of the ocean is no place to have foreign object and
contaminant buildup shut down critical shipboard systems. That’s
why the U.S. Navy puts its trust in Donaldson filters and filtration
systems. Our products have been keeping lubrication, hydraulic,
pneumatic, transmission, fuel, air, exhaust, and environmental control fluid systems aboard Naval surface vessels and submarines
clean and contaminant free for decades. www.Donaldson.com

Hepburn and Sons LLC serves as the trusted advisors to the American maritime industry. Our passion is for naval engineering. Our
technical expertise in a variety of engineering disciplines including mechanical, electrical, nuclear, systems, information technology
and cybersecurity, missile defense, material science, naval architecture, and naval engineering. Our strengths include program
management, dry dock subject matter experts, electromagnetic
pulse (EMP), warfare and combat systems, to customers including
the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA), the Surface Combat
Systems Center (SCSC) Wallops Island, the Office of Naval Research (ONR), and the Electric Ships Program Office (PMS 320),
and Fortune 500 firms with technical analysis, quality, life cycle
cost estimating, proposal preparation, business development, marketing, and capture management. Link to Hepburn and Sons LLC
website iswww.hepburnandsons.com.

As a Defense contractor, Fairlead Integrated is an end-to-end
supplier, developing initial concepts to fully tested products or
systems. As an ISO 9001:2015 and AS9100D certified Veteran
Owned Small Business, Fairlead designs and manufactures integrated machinery controls systems, shipboard electrical and power distribution systems, large-scale integrated mechanical structures, and precision fabricated / machined metal components and
subsystems. Fairlead also provides comprehensive small vessel repair services to military organizations at our marine vessel repair
facility.

General Tool Company has been an award winning supplier of
hardware and systems for the surface Navy for over 30 years.
GTC has built and tested over 225 Power Generation units for the
DDG-51 and Zumwalt class Destroyers for Rolls Royce Naval Marine. In 2011 General Tool began manufacture of the EMALS and
AAG hardware for the Ford class carriers and is now beginning its
third contract for CVN 80 for General Atomics.

KONGSBERG creates and delivers high-technology solutions for
customers who operate under extreme conditions. We are a world
leader in advanced weapons and combat management systems,
with particular emphasis in anti-ship and land attack missiles. Our
fifth-generation Naval Strike Missile (NSM) has been in service
with the Royal Norwegian Navy since 2010 and was recently selected by the US Navy for their Over-the-Horizon Weapon System
program. Additionally, the Joint Strike Missile (JSM), being developed by KONGSBERG for internal carriage in Norwegian F-35
Joint Strike Fighters, brings greater anti-ship and land-attack capabilities to air-, surface- and sub-surface launch platforms. Our
portfolio includes proven combat management systems for ships
and submarines, mine countermeasures and underwater surveillance systems including the TOPAS bottom profiler, ship self-protection systems including the Sea Protector Remotely Operated
Weapons Station, tactical bridge systems, and operationally fielded autonomous vessels and vehicles.
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Leidos has supported the Navy for over 40 years—providing engineering and technical expertise for critical programs ranging
from Tomahawk, SQQ-89 A(V)15, towed arrays, and underwater
sensors, to plastics waste processors and engineering equipment.
Ranked #1 on Washington Technology’s Top 100, Leidos is poised
to bring unparalleled capabilities in IT, AI, and Agile SecDevOps
to bear, helping to solve the Navy’s most pressing mission imperatives. Leidos is proud of its history supporting the Surface Navy
and focused on developing future-facing solutions designed to
make operations safer and more effective.
Leidos is a Fortune 500® information technology, engineering, and
science solutions and services leader working to solve the world’s
toughest challenges in the defense, intelligence, homeland security, civil, and health markets. The company’s 32,000 employees
support vital missions for government and commercial customers.
For more information on our autonomous solutions, visit leidos.com/
autonomy

Pacific Engineering, Inc. (PEI), located south of Lincoln, Nebraska,
specializes in composite design and manufacturing light weight,
high strength, complex composite structural parts. PEI’s has 35,000
sq ft facility dedicated to composite fabrication processes include
filament winding, resin infusion, hand lay-up, and compression
molding. PEI received the Small Business Administration Roland
Tibbets Award as one of the best in Small Business Innovation Research. Products include launch canisters, trailers, launchers, and
shafts, that meet DoD requirements.
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Technology Service Corporation (TSC) was awarded a contract
task order to provide Combat Systems, Systems Engineering support to NSWC Dahlgren Integrated Combat System Department,
V20 Division. TSC provides a wide range of Combat Systems
Engineering, Integration, Analysis, Architecture, Baseline Management and Certification support to all Navy Surface Combatants
to include, CG 47 Class Cruisers; DDG 51 Class Destroyers; DDG
1000 Class Destroyers; Littoral Combat Ships (LCS); Future Frigates
FFG(X); Large Surface Combatants (LSC); Large Unmanned Surface Vessels (LUSV); as well as Ship Self-Defense Systems (SSDS),
US Coast Guard and AEGIS Ashore Systems. Our engineers work
closely with the NSWC Dahlgren program managers and subject
matter experts to execute the rigorous Engineering Processes that
are required to field systems and software updates to our warfighters. We have just completed the base year of this contract
and are expanding into other Special Projects and Programs that
will further enhance our warfighter’s capabilities and improve our
efficiency getting upgrades to our Surface Navy customers.
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CHAPTER NEWS
Annapolis
PRESIDENT: CDR CHAD GRAHAM, USN

Battleship IOWA
PRESIDENT: RADM MIKE SHATYNSKI, USN (RET)

“Chapter Member’s act as Ambassadors for
“It’s official! As interim President, I am
the Surface Navy community teaching vital
proud to announce that we are a new chapter
Seamanship skills”
serving the greater Los Angeles and Orange
Welcome to USNA for the Class of 2023.
County area! ”
This week, after Induction Day, the Naval Academy welcomed in
over 1,100 new young men and women to participate in Plebe
Summer to see if they have what it takes to join the Brigade of
Midshipmen in the fall. With the start of Plebe Summer this means,
for many members of the Annapolis Chapter, that their hard work
and planning throughout the spring to create an appropriate
training plan will be put to the test. Members from the Annapolis
chapter facilitate a wide array of roles and responsibilities in
the execution and support of plebe summer. For most members,
their contact with the plebes is focused on building their foundation
to become a capable mariner. Throughout the summer training
plan, the plebes are taught basic ship fundamentals to include ship
characteristics and damage control efforts. Also, every plebe will
learn how to sail, which many find extremely enjoyable, especially
when experiencing the rigors that Plebe Summer affords them.
Recruiting the Next Generation of Future Naval Officers
Every year at the Naval Academy, a week-long program call
Summer Seminar for rising high school seniors is offered for three
sessions during June to allow the young men and women throughout the United States to see if the Naval Academy may be the
right fit for them. Similar to the support provided for Plebe Summer, many of the Annapolis chapter member’s act as Ambassadors
for the Surface Navy community teaching vital Seamanship skills
through both classroom and underway sessions and facilitating
multiple question and answer opportunities. Summer Seminar provides not only a snapshot of what to expect during Plebe Summer,
but also life as a member of the Brigade of Midshipmen during
the academic year. Furthermore, Summer Seminar provides these
individuals who attend a road map to success as they continue to
develop during their senior year of high school.

After standing up as an “interest group” in March, the Battleship
IOWA chapter reached its goal of 50 members in May to become a
full-fledged chapter.
You probably are asking, “Why the push for a new chapter in Los
Angeles? The Long Beach Naval Station closed decades ago!” The
combined port of LA/LB is the largest in the world and over half a
million jobs in the area are dependent on maritime trade. We are a
maritime nation and, although most Angelenos don’t realize it, LA is a
maritime city. There is a very large population of veterans, serving,
and future Surface Warriors, Cutterman, and Merchant Mariners that
call this area their home.
This makes the Port of Los Angeles a fitting place for the new National
Museum of the Surface Navy aboard the Battleship IOWA. The
Battleship IOWA Museum was licensed by the Naval History and
Heritage Command in January to become the new national museum.
After 243 years of service to our great nation, the Surface Navy as
the oldest community in our Navy is finally getting recognized with
its own museum.
The new chapter will meet in the wardroom of the iconic American
surface warship, the Battleship IOWA. The first Annual Meeting will
be held on August 8 and interim officers are working on the multitude
of tasks to become a chapter in more than name.
Our interim Vice President, CAPT (RET) Dick McKenna, served as
the President of the original chapter in the ‘80’s concurrent with
his service as XO of USS IOWA’s sister ship, the USS NEW JERSEY.
Dick is excited to see the chapter rising again, “The IOWA is a top
5 museum and tourist destination in Los Angeles, but it is so much
more than that. This is a natural step…young JO’s and other Surface
Warriors from Southern California are already honoring their legacy
aboard IOWA alongside the veterans that now crew the ship.”
If you are attending SNA West in August, you are invited to take
a drive up the freeway and visit the Battleship IOWA and the new
home of our SNA chapter. Let me know and we’ll ensure you get a
special tour of the ship focused on your new National Museum of the
Surface Navy.

View of Battleship IOWA from the channel.
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Charleston

Greater Washington

PRESIDENT: CDR JEFF RANDALL, USCG

PRESIDENT: CAPT PAUL YOUNG, USN

“Gave the crowd a spirited speech about “It has been an excellent quarter here in the
his combat and leadership experiences in Washington Capitol Region.”
Vietnam 1968”
The Greater Washington Chapter (GWC) held its inaugural SNA
On May 14 SNA Charleston hosted Medal of Honor recipient Major
General James E. Livingston, USMC (Ret). A Low Country hero, General Livingston gave the crowd a spirited speech about his combat
and leadership experiences in Vietnam 1968; the state of our nation
and service; and the future. He also presented and signed copies
of his book Noble Warrior. SNA Charleston is blessed to have him
onboard and his wealth of life experience.
The luncheon was an overwhelming success and motivator to our Low
Country leadership.

Golf Tournament at Laurel Hill Golf Club on May 22nd. It was
a fantastic showing with 67 players and helped to raise $1031
for the SNA National Scholarship Fund. The winning team was
Steve Galing, Trey Hamlet, Bill Snyder and Dave Ziemba. The
second-place team was Win Khanijoun, Kevin Klaus, Thomas Murphy and Stephen Pokora. Third place honors went to Tito Dua, Tim
Frasier, Jim Grant and Rick Hagy. Ray Stone won Closest to Pin
and Matt Weinstein won Longest Drive. A huge thank you to our
corporate sponsors: Austal, Huntington Ingalls, Lockheed Martin,
Northrop Grumman and The Potomac Advocates. All in all, it was
a fantastic day with some beautiful Northern Virginia weather.
OPNAV N96, along with SNA, held a DC Area Surface Warfare
Officers’ Dining Out on Fort Meyer this past May. The evening was
filled with festivities, Naval traditions, great laughs, and a splash
of grog. The Mess President, Rear Admiral Ron Boxall, used the
night to welcome Rear Admiral Gene Black and his wife Lori Blaisdell to the DC area. Joining the admirals at the President’s table
was SNA’s President, Vice Admiral (ret) Richard Hunt.

SNA Charleston members with Medal of Honor recipient Major General James
E. Livingston USMC (Ret), center right.

Important!
We Are Moving! our New Address:

6564 Loisdale Ct, ste 318
Springfield, VA 22150
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It was a memorable spring with several Surface Flag movements
and promotions. Rear Admiral Ron Boxall was promoted to Vice
Admiral and assumed the role of J8 on the Joint Staff. Relieving
him as the Director, Surface Warfare (OPNAV N96) is Rear Admiral Gene Black, who finished a tour as Commander HARRY S.
TRUMAN Carrier Strike Group. Rear Admiral John Nowell was
promoted to Vice Admiral and assumed the role as the Chief of
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Naval Personnel (OPNAV N1). Vice Admiral Dixon Smith retired
from active duty and turned over his role as the Deputy CNO for
Fleet Logistics (OPNAV N4). Later this summer Rear Admiral James
Loeblein will turn over the duties of the Chief of Legislative Affairs
to Rear Admiral Brad Cooper; and Rear Admiral Jim Kilby will be
promoted to Vice Admiral and assume the role as the Deputy CNO
for Warfare Systems (OPNAV N9).
Lastly, we give a fond farewell to the GWC Chapter Vice President,
Lieutenant Commander Kelly Craft, as he begins the pipeline enroute
to assume the Executive Officer position on the USS COWPENS (CG
63). Thank you for your role as the SNA GWC VP, and best of luck
on your new ship. Lieutenant Commander Craft turned the Vice President role over to Commander Cam Ingram.

The first-place team at the GWC Spring Golf tournament. Left-to-right: Trey
Hamlet, Bill Snyder, Steve Galing, Dave Ziemba

SNA Hampton Roads May Luncheon

CAPT Jim Kirby, SNA HR Chapter President, and lunch speaker, CAPT
Maggie” Dean.

Hampton Roads
PRESIDENT: CAPT JIM KIRBY, USN

“We heard from a wide spectrum of speakers and held a competitive golf tournament at
Sewells Point Golf Course ”
Howdy from the Hampton Roads Chapter, as we have put the wraps
on a great Spring season. This quarter, we heard from a wide spectrum of speakers and held a competitive golf tournament at Sewells
Point Golf Course. Mother Nature provided us with great weather
for the golf tournament and all in attendance enjoyed a great day
of camaraderie on the golf course. A HUGE thank you goes out to
our tournament organizers, Mr. Nick Nowak and Mr. Ron Peterman.
Their tireless efforts provided for a great event.

Players prepare to start the SNA Hampton Road’s Spring Golf tournament
at at Sewells Point Golf Course.

The week after the golf tournament, we had the honor of having
RADM Eugene “Gene” Black, Commander, CSG-8 serve as our guest
speaker. He led a great talk on the recent deployment of the HSTSTKGRU and its applicability to Dynamic Force Employment. The discussion was a great exchange of thoughts on not only Dynamic Force
Employment, but on operational employment of forces in austere environments with the associated lessons learned.
In May, we were pleased to have CAPT Margaret “Maggie” Dean
serve as our luncheon guest speaker. She facilitated an informative

SNA Hampton Roads Spring Golf post tournament lunch.
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discussion about her experiences as a staff member for the House
Armed Services Committee and time as a career Naval Officer in
the Naval Reserve.
In May, we also represented SNA throughout the Hampton Roads
area by attending various High School NJROTC awards ceremonies
awarding the Stephen Decatur Jr. Award to deserving recipients and
talking to enthusiastic future leaders.
We wrapped up the quarter with our June Professional Luncheon
where we heard from CAPT Matthew “Matt” Rick, Commanding Officer, Training Support Center Hampton Roads about Ready, Relevant,
Learning.
Come out and join us for our monthly professional luncheons throughout the year – remember that our event dates have changed to the
THIRD THURSDAY OF THE MONTH from the third Wednesday of
the month. See our website at http://chapter.navysna.org/hamptonroads/. Also, follow us on our Facebook page - @SNAHAMPTONROADS and Twitter page - https://twitter.com/NavyRoads to keep
up with our activities. You can reach us directly through e-mail at
surfacenavyassoc.hr@gmail.com, or come talk to one of the board
members at the monthly luncheon.

CAPT Matt Rick, Commanding Officer, Training Support Center Hampton
Roads speaks at the Hampton Roads chapter’s June luncheon.

CAPT (Ret) Sam Howard presents a SNA Stephen Decatur NJROTC award
at the Norfolk 5 NJROTC Awards Ceremony.

RADM Gene Black speaks to the SNA Hampton Roads chapter at their April
luncheon.

CAPT Jim Kirby, SNA Hampton Road’s chapter president presents the
SNA Stephen Decatur NJROTC award to deserving cadets at Princess
Anne High School.

SNA Executive Director, CAPT (Ret) Bill Erickson, RADM Gene Black and SNA
Hampton Roads Chapter President, CAPT Jim Kirby at the April chapter
luncheon.
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CAPT Jim Kirby presents a SNA Stephen Decatur NJROTC award at
Gloucester High School.
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Mayport/Jacksonville

Mid-South

PRESIDENT: CAPT MIKE MEYER, USN

PRESIDENT: CAPT DEREK TRINQUE, USN

“Their motivation continues to inspire the “The PERS-41 team will be visiting San
Chapter, and remind us that we can continue Diego for SNA’s West Coast Symposium on
22 August and Norfolk 23-27 September. ”
to serve even if pierside. ”
While the Basin has been busy with deployments and exercises up
and down the seaboard, SNA Mayport has taken the opportunity to
present Stephen Decatur awards to the region’s top youth involved
in NJROTC. Their motivation continues to inspire the Chapter, and
remind us that we can continue to serve even if pierside. NJROTC
and the Sea Cadets are great examples of volunteer activities (see
LT Hensley for details on exciting new opportunities at NS Mayport!),
as is the upcoming Safe Harbor Golf Tournament on August 9th. We
are still looking to find a dozen volunteers to assist with the charity
event. If you or your team can support, please contact LT Hensley.
As the summer continues on, please take the time to let us know what
events you would like to see take place in the late summer and fall.
We’re looking forward to conducting an outing with the Coast Guard
in August to celebrate the birthday of the Revenue Cutter Service.
September should be exciting with Chiefs’ Season support, and also
involvement with the Tin Can Sailors’ National Convention (22 September). Finally, we’re looking for ideas from junior enlisted and
officers on how to best celebrate our Navy’s birthday in October.
Please send in your thoughts and ideas to the team at SNAMayport@gmail.com

What an amazing first half of 2019! Thank you to all the ships,
staffs and SNA Chapters who hosted the PERS-41 team during
our recent detailer visits. Meeting and spending time with you is
an important part of what we do in PERS-41, our travels to Pearl
Harbor, Japan, Bahrain, Mayport, Newport, Naples, Rota, and
Everett proved very valuable. The PERS-41 team will be visiting
San Diego for SNA’s West Coast Symposium on 22 August and
Norfolk 23-27 September. We look forward to speaking with you
in person! As always, I encourage all of you to contact your detailer well before you enter the orders negotiation window. That way
we can discuss your career needs and personal desires before we
have to start negotiating orders.
We recently completed the Spring Early Command and Department Head Board with outstanding results. This year’s Department
Head Board selected 721 officers for an overall selection rate of
61.4%. First look (year group 2016), selected at a rate of 60%,
second look (year group 2015) selected at a rate of 51.2% and
third look (year group 2014) selected at a rate of 29.7%. Congratulations to all selectees!
I encourage all Commanding Officers (COs) and Commodores to
review the Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook Requirements
instruction, CNSP/CNSL 1412.9. The instruction requires COs to
send a letter to PERS-41 upon the detachment of every SWO
(including yourself) summarizing the officer’s logbook entries in the
format prescribed. To date, we have received VERY few letters.
The data from these letters are critical to our efforts to track community health and ensure we are putting the right emphasis on
training and development of our SWOs.
In addition to our road show briefs, I visit Surface Warfare Officers School several times a year to discuss community issues, career management, and FITREP writing with the major command,
prospective commanding officer, and surface commanders course
students. I remain available to all COs and XOs who would like to
discuss career management for themselves or any officers in their
wardrooms.
As always, I consider myself very fortunate to get to work with and
serve so many outstanding officers. My team and I are standing
by to answer any questions you may have, and it continues to be
my pleasure to serve the Fleet!

Rear Admiral George Huchting (Ret) presents the SNA Stephen Decatur
Awards to Terry Parker High School NJROTC Cadets for Most Outstanding
Freshman – Ilex Bass and Marlena Harmone.
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Monterey
PRESIDENT: LT LEVI BEAIRD, USN

“All of the new officers have committed to go
back to sea as SWO Department Heads ”
The SNA Monterey Chapter had an eventful spring! We welcomed
new members to the chapter this quarter and voted in new officers.
The chapter was fortunate to have a number of senior Surface Warfare Officers visit NPS and discuss with us changes in the SWO community, the future of the Navy, and impart career advice. In addition,
due to popular demand, we stood up a monthly social.
Hails: In March 2019, we voted in new officers for the chapter. Readers should be happy to hear that all of the new officers have committed to go back to sea as SWO Department Heads! LT Levi Beaird,
our new president, is a student in the National Security Affairs (NSA)
Department with a regional concentration in Eurasia. Likewise, LT
Brandon Davis, our new vice president, and our secretary, LT John
Greene, are also NSA students. We also asked LT Michael Schiavone
to serve as our inaugural social chair. He is an NSA student with a
Homeland Security concentration.
Farewells: We bid a fond farewell to LT Elizabeth Moten, our former
president, who graduated in March 2019 and is now in the SWO
Department Head course in Newport, RI. Thank you for your great
service to the chapter, Liz! See you in the Fleet! On 14 June, we
graduated eighteen SWOs from various curriculums. Our Academic
Year 2019, 3rd Quarter winner of the SNA Award for Academic
Excellence is LT Kyle Chance in Systems Engineering, with a thesis
entitled “Naval Combat Systems Product Line Economics: Extending
the Constructive Product Line Investment Model for the AEGIS Combat System.” Additionally, LT Tim McDaniel won the Conrad Scholar
Award for Excellence in Financial Management for his thesis “Organizational Assessment of a Future Surface Development Squadron
(SURFDEVRON).”
Distinguished Visitors, Community Events, and Socials:
Mid-April into early May was a busy time for the Monterey Chapter!
On April 17th, Commodore Hank Adams, the inaugural Commander
of the newly-constituted Surface Development Squadron (SURFDEVRON), took his lunch hour to provide SWOs with perspectives on the
overall direction the Surface Force is headed in, an overview of the
SURFDEVRON concept, and a few thoughts on leadership at the DH

SNA Social in the Trident with VADM Rich Brown
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SNA Outing at Fieldworks

level. Commodore Adams is a dynamic and personable officer
and it was a fantastic opportunity to discuss surface warfare topics with a senior officer in a small group setting!
The next day, on April 18th, CAPT Dan Sunvold, SURFOR N7, presented a brief covering all of the changes to date for the SWO
qualification process, as well as bringing us our coveted Mariner’s
Skills Logbooks. In addition, CAPT Sunvold provided an overview
of the new Basic Phase process under the Surface Force Training
and Readiness Manual (SFTRM). It was an informative brief, especially CAPT Sunvold’s keen insights into how the new Basic Phase
process is playing out on the waterfront.
At the end of the month, on April 29th, CAPT Andrew Biehn, Major
Program Manager for AEGIS Integrated Combat System (PEO
IWS 1.0), was at NPS on business and used his lunch hour to impart some AEGIS knowledge! His lecture traced the history of integrated surface combat systems with a look at where we might
be headed in the future as these systems slowly merge together.
It was an informative overview of PEO IWS’s role and current
AEGIS modernization efforts. A lively Q&A followed, focusing on
virtualization and work to upgrade missiles in a more efficient and
timely manner similar to efforts on the AEGIS system.
As part of the Center for Executive Education here at NPS, various
Flag and Senior Civilians (SES) periodically visit to take strategic leadership courses. On May 2nd, we were quite lucky when
RADM Bill Byrne (CCSG-15), RDML Joey Dodgen, (CNSP Reserve
Deputy), RDML Rick Cheeseman (PERS-4), and RDML Cedric Pringle (ESG-3), devoted their lunch hour to a panel discussion on
SWO leadership for our Chapter. During this lively event, we
heard about their expectations for Department Heads, changes to
the Surface Navy since 2017, and the importance of education/
knowledge in building confidence, assertiveness, and aggressiveness. The admirals reinforced that we are in a new age of Great
Power Competition and that a culture of excellence, not simple
compliance, will be instrumental in winning the fight.
On May 6th, one of our members, LT Angel Morales, was invited
to Everett Alvarez High School in nearby Salinas to present the
Stephen Decatur award to an outstanding member of the school’s
NJROTC unit. It was a fantastic opportunity for our chapter to
connect with the community around NPS and with potential future
naval officers.
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May 13th was a big day here in Monterey for SWOs! VADM Rich
Brown, COMNAVSURFOR, found a gap in his busy schedule to visit
NPS. He was able to conduct a SWO call and gave a rousing talk
before opening up Q&A to a lecture hall full of SWOs past and
present. VADM Brown remarked on the importance of resiliency, our
role as junior officers, and the need to be prepared for potential war
at sea. The Q&A covered a gamut of surface warfare topics. VADM
Brown’s talk and his answers kept the audience engaged with humor
while conveying the deadly seriousness of our business. It was a lunch
well spent! Those of us who had not already read, left with homework to read more, naval history books. We even got a preview of
the sharp looking SWO leather jacket!
Chapter members had a chance to talk in a more personal setting
with VADM Brown and his staff in the Trident Room. For those of you
familiar with NPS, you may remember the Trident Room mugs hanging from the rafters; we were able to present VADM Brown with one
of his own. We hope to see him again soon in Monterey!
On May 14-16, SNA VP, LT Brandon Davis attended a NATO Energy Security Summit in Vilnius, Lithuania as part of a select group of
students representing NPS. The focus of the summit was to assess the
threat of oil and gas, particularly via Nord Stream 2, being utilized
by Russia, in hybrid warfare, in the Baltic states.
June was a quieter month with finals keeping most of us occupied, but
we still found time to have fun. On June 4th, four chapter members
volunteered to support USAF and USA students in the NPS Operations Research Department by participating in a war game, “2022
Battle of Senkaku,” that the students designed and ran for the sponsor: U.S. Army Pacific. It was a fantastic learning experience and
excellent opportunity to interact with officers in other branches of the
Armed Services! We are thankful that our classmates extended the
invitation and to the sponsor for enabling the war game.
We closed out the quarter on June 6th by taking a break from finals to enjoy the improved weather and raise a cold pint in memory
of the sailors, soldiers, and airmen who participated in Operation
Overlord, 75 years ago that day. It was a solid social with great camaraderie (we doubled attendance from the May social!!) and tasty
craft-beer on a sunny day. One can ask for little more!
It was a great quarter out here at the SNA Monterey Chapter. We
thank all of our visitors this quarter for taking the time to meet with
us, discuss the future of Surface Warfare, and impart their advice.
Their insights are deeply valued and we look forward to future visits
in the upcoming months! Praestantia Per Scientiam!

SNA Monterey - NWC Spring Graduates
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National Cuttermen
PRESIDENT: CAPT MICHAEL DAVANZO, USCG

The National Cuttermen Council recently completed a change of
watch and our new Board is in place. We are excited for the opportunities ahead and have laid out initial track lines to help us get up
to speed. Before we get too far down the track, we wish to pause
and extend our sincere appreciation to the immediate past Board
President, Captain Scott Clendenin, for his tireless efforts to keep the
National Cuttermen active and relevant. Captain Clendenin masterfully guided the National Cuttermen over the past two years, and we
look forward to his continuing work in an advisory role for the new
Board. We also extend our appreciation to Rear Admiral Eric Jones,
Captain (ret.) Brian Perkins, and Lieutenant Torrey Jacobsen for their
past work on the Board.

laughed with my shipmates, I cheered with my shipmates, and I cried
with them over the loss of a shipmate. Our bond is real. This is all
true – but not why I went to sea.

One of the Board’s current goals is to redefine our mission statement
and guiding principles to better align with the Surface Navy Association, with an eye towards strengthening Coast Guard participation
in SNA. At the same time, we will work to clearly define the role of
the National Cuttermen Council and seek ways to attract new SNA
members. Ultimately, we hope to leverage the SNA to invigorate the
Coast Guard’s afloat community and generate a lasting passion for
the lore of the sea.

At sea I visited foreign lands and bonded with sailors from all over
the world. I transited the Panama Canal, visited dozens of countries,
shared sushi with Japanese, pisco sours with Peruvians, ceviche with
Panamanians, beer with Germans, poutine with Canadians, tacos de
pescado with Mexicans, vodka with Russians. And shared sea stories
with all of them.

Our Nation’s maritime industry is confronting major challenges in attracting young people to sea-going careers. As many of you know,
both the Navy and Coast Guard face similar challenges, with each
service working to improve sea duty attractiveness to sustain the future afloat workforce. With this in mind, I would like to share some
thoughts from Captain Kevin Riddle on what it means to go to sea.
Captain Riddle recently finished a very successful tour as Commanding Officer of the 378’ High Endurance Cutter DOUGLAS MUNRO,
and he shared the following comments in his final operations summary
message:
“As DOUGLAS MUNRO moors Kodiak, this marks my last deployment
and the end of my sea going career. Out of my 12+ years’ sea time,
7 years 9 months were on Alaskan cutters. Cumulatively, I estimate I
spent 2.5+ years at sea in the Bering, Arctic, Gulf of Alaska, and the
North Pacific. DOUGLAS MUNRO is one of the finest ships and crews
I’ve had the privilege of sailing with. I am honored to have sailed with
this crew on my last sea tour and my last deployment in Alaskan waters.
Recently I’ve been involved in many senior officer discussions on why
Coast Guard members may not want to go to sea. There are myriad
answers to that question, but as I drop anchor in my last port of call, I’d
like to take this opportunity to reflect on why I went to sea.
One answer is because I was destined to go to sea. My parents say my
first word was “boat.” As a child I did not look to the sky at airplanes,
I looked out to the sea at the ships. One of my earliest childhood
memories was driving my father’s fishing boat in Homosassa, FL. All
true – but not why I went to sea.
Another answer is because of the job. Many have heard me say I didn’t
join the Coast Guard to sit behind a desk – I joined to do the mission.
I joined to save lives, conserve our fish stocks, stop drugs, and protect
our country. This is all true – but not why I went to sea.
The people is another answer. There is something real about the bond
you form with shipmates at sea. You live with them, you trust your life
with them, and you accomplish great feats with them. Over the years I
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I went to sea to see what’s over the horizon. To see some of the
wonders of this Earth. To see things that the vast majority of land
lubbers never see. To see the lore of the sea.
At sea I saw humpback whales breaching, killer whales surfing in my
wake, fin whales feeding, and dolphins racing the ship. I saw seals,
otters, sea lions, and walrus sunbathing on ice flows. I saw eagles,
albatross, and puffins. I swam in the middle of the North Pacific, the
Caribbean, and the Eastern Pacific.

At sea I’ve seen magic and mystery. Thousands of miles from any
land, I saw mesmerizing sunrises and sunsets, counted millions of
stars, and pondered life in galaxies light years away. I saw the
northern lights dance over mountains, the green flash on the horizon,
volcanoes erupting, and although unconfirmed, possibly even a mermaid. I met King Neptune and Davy Jones three times in the Realms
of the Golden Dragon, the Blue Nose Polar Bear, and the Shellback.
At sea I knew upon return to homeport, my wife and son would be on
the pier with open arms; as they have done for every single deployment for these 12+ years. At sea our love and bond grew stronger
with each day I was gone.
I was told you should do a job that excites you, fires you up, and
that most connects you with God. At sea, I have a daily ritual. Every
night before hitting the rack, I go out on the Bridge wing and look
out to the sea; no matter the weather I do this every day. Even on
dark Arctic winter nights, with 60kt winds, 20-foot seas, and blinding
snow, I go out on the Bridge wing and look out to the sea.
I went to sea because each night, while standing on the Bridge wing,
I saw what’s over the horizon. I saw the wonders of the Earth. I saw
the lore of the sea – and it is at sea where I felt the most connected
with God.
I will miss going to sea, but feel fortunate to have done what I love
for so long. It was an honor to serve in the fleet for so many years.
Fair winds and following seas shipmates."
You can clearly sense his passion, and I am hopeful that his words
will inspire others. I encourage all seasoned mariners to share
their passion for the lore of the sea with our junior sailors. One of
the roles of the Surface Navy Association should be attracting new
sailors and cuttermen and promoting sea duty as a career choice
– these young folks are the future of our Fleets and of the SNA. As
we continue to draw our tracklines for the remainder of the year,
the National Cuttermen Council will look for opportunities to promote sea duty and to capture the essence of what Captain Riddle
experienced throughout his afloat career – the pursuit of what’s
over the horizon in order to know the lore of the sea.
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New York
PRESIDENT: CDR DAVID REWKOWSKI, USN

“What a Spring it has been for the Greater
New York Chapter!"
What a Spring it has been for the Greater New York Chapter! The
Chapter’s Quarterly membership meeting in March gave us the
chance to meet the staff and some of the Midshipmen of the New
York City NROTC Unit, which turned out to be an excellent opportunity to strengthen our relationship with the unit and build some solid future plans for joint activities and mentoring. To that end, the
Chapter and the NROTC unit have agreed to extend invitations to
all of the NROTC SWO-selectees to our general membership meetings in March (immediately after their selection) and to an annual
“SWO-Selectee Send Off” event in May, which will provide both
a mentoring opportunity and a chance for the selectees from the
different schools to meet each other before departing for their initial assignments and schools. The first was held this May at Hudson
Station, and we were thrilled to have Ensigns Christopher Ladd and
Chase Dean join us. ENS Ladd will be reporting to USS SOMERSET
(LPD 25) in San Diego, and ENS Dean’s first ship will be USS BENFOLD (DDG 65) in Yokosuka.

CDR Joel Knippel presents ENS Chase Dean with a pair of binoculars as the
top-graduating SWO-Selectee from the NYC NROTC Unit Class of 2019.

LT Matt Lutz presents the Stephen Decatur, Jr. Award at George Washington
High School in Washington Heights
General Membership Meeting

1st Annual “SWO-Selectee Send-Off” Event

The Chapter also had the great pleasure of presenting its two
annual awards to the top SWO-selectees of both the NYC NROTC
unit and the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. ENS Dean, who
graduated SUNY Maritime with a Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical Engineering, was presented with a pair of binoculars from
Chapter Vice-President, CDR Joel Knippel, himself a SUNY Maritime graduate. ENS Derek O'Sullivan of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy was the recipient of the Chapter’s Harry S. Yagel
Award, presented by USMMA Professor Mike Ales, who is also a
Chapter Member. The Harry S. Yagel Award is named in honor
of the late Harry Yagel, a long-time supporter of the Merchant
Marine Academy who, as Chapter Treasurer, kept the Greater
New York Chapter afloat almost single-handedly for a period of
many years. Finally, LT Matt Lutz, the Operations Officer for the
NYC NROTC Unit and a Chapter Member, presented the SNA Stephen Decatur, Jr. NJROTC Award to two young Cadets at George
Washington High School in the Washington Heights section of
Manhattan.
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Newport
PRESIDENT: CAPT CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER, USN

“Members ... learn more about the Surface
Warfare community via social events with
community detailers and a Summer Kickoff
Social”
The Surface Navy Association Newport Chapter has had an exciting
spring. We have provided opportunities for chapter members to let
off some steam during friendly rounds of galactic bowling and have
also given members chances to get to learn more about the Surface
Warfare community via social events with community detailers and a
Summer Kickoff Social.

VADM Richard Brown presents the 2018 Junior Officer Shiphandler of the
Year Award at the SNA Newport Summer Kickoff Social

In early April, the Chapter hosted a fun-filled family bowling event
at Seaview Lanes on NAVSTA Newport. Chapter members and their
families had an excellent time chowing down on delicious pizza and
listening to 80’s tunes all while getting in a few rounds of bowling.
Members were able to shake off some stress and the chapter kids
had a great time! Also in April, the Chapter hosted PERS-41 Detailers during a “SWOcial” event allowing Members at large to interact
with Detailers to learn more about recent changes in the SWO career pipeline.
In May, Newport Chapter Board Members had the pleasure of presenting a number of Stephen Decatur NJROTC Awards on behalf of
National to Cadets at both Coventry High School and B.M.C Durfee
High School. Cadets were chosen to receive the awards based on
their leadership potential and participation within their NJROTC units.
June brought warmer weather to the area and with it one of the
biggest social gatherings SNA Newport has hosted in quite a while.
Around 120 SNA members and non-members came to the SNA Newport Summer Kickoff Social at the NAVSTA Newport Officer’s Club.
This also provided a great opportunity for Non-Members to find out
more about SNA and join-up. Surface Warfare community leaders
from across the country attended. There was much discussion surrounding the future of naval surface forces and the types of leaders
needed to meet the coming challenges. As a special treat, VADM
Richard Brown, Surface Forces Commander, presented the 2018 Naval Surface Force Junior Officer Shiphandler of the Year Award to
LT Mitchell Kempisty. LT Kempisty is a skilled ship driver serving onboard USS Monsoon and well deserving of the award. The competition, held earlier in the day, took place in the ship driving simulators
at Surface Warfare Officers School.

SNA Newport Vice President, LCDR Josh Kempinski, presents the Stephan
Decatur Junior Award to C/SN Ethan Medeiros (Coventry High School
NJROTC)

The Summer Kickoff Social also provided a venue for our new Chapter President, CAPT Chris Alexander to introduce himself to the Chapter. CAPT Alexander is the Commanding Officer of Surface Warfare
Officers School Command and assumed the role of President in April.

SNA member kids enjoy a round of Galactic Bowling
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Pearl Harbor
PRESIDENT: CAPT WILL BAXTER, USN

“The Pearl Harbor Chapter would like to
say farewell to Captain Ken Athans who has
served as the chapter president since 2017"
The chapter would like to thank Captain Athans for all he has done
for the chapter and wish him well in his next tour. We would like to
welcome our new chapter president, Captain William Baxter.
On May 15th, our Chapter honored a cadet at James E. Campbell
High School in Ewa Beach HI for her academics and leadership in
NJROTC. She also was promoted to third class petty officer and has
plans to enlist in the Navy. She was awarded the Stephen Decatur
award for a job well done throughout the year. Possessing a character reflecting the Navy's core values of Honor, Courage and Commitment. She also demonstrated leadership potential and aptitude
in NJROTC as evidenced by motivation, while performing at a high
sense of duty and military bearing.
On June 21st, the chapter honored the fallen during a ceremony of
the West Loch Disaster which was a maritime accident during World
War II at the Pearl Harbor U.S. Naval Base in Hawaii. The incident,
which occurred just after 1500 hrs. on Sunday 21 May 1944, began
following an explosion in a staging area for Landing Ships, Tank
(LSTs) and other amphibious assault ships in West Loch. A fire quickly
spread among the ships being prepared for Operation Forager, the
invasion of the Japanese-held Mariana Islands. Over the next 24
hours, six LSTs sank, 163 naval personnel died and 396 were injured.
Our chapter donated a wreath for the 75th anniversary of the West
Loch Memorial, honoring descendants of the fallen.

CMDR Maxwell (ATGMP Commanding Officer) greets and shakes the hand
of survivor Joe Kelly and his wife Rebecca Kelly.

CSCS(SW/AW) Larry Lovell, SNA Pearl Harbor Chapter VP Operations,
presents a SNA Stephen Decatur NJROTC award to Cadet Anna Cosier
at James E. Campbell High School’s award ceremony.

Joe Kelly is escorted into the ceremony.
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Pensacola

San Diego

PRESIDENT: CAPT TOM DANIEL, USN (RET)

PRESIDENT: CAPT PETER KIM, USN

“Summer is here, and the San Diego Chapter is busier than ever!”
As with every year, the Chapter is in the midst of preps for two
landmark events – the SNA West Coast Symposium and the Admiral Prout Memorial Golf Tournament. This year’s SNA West
will be held on 22 August at Pier 2, Naval Base San Diego. The
theme will be “Lethal and Tough for Today’s Fight,” and we will
be honored to have Vice Admiral Rich Brown, Commander, Naval
Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet as our keynote speaker. We are
lining up an exciting array of speakers and panelists along with
cutting-edge exhibits from industry – it’ll be an event to remember!
The West Coast Symposium will be followed by the Admiral Prout
Memorial Golf Tournament on 23 August at the Sea and Air Golf
Course at Naval Air Station North Island. As in past years, SNA is
hosting the tournament in conjunction with the Anchor Scholarship
Foundation.
Cadet Levi Meade (on the right), a 2019 SNA Stephen Decatur NJROTC
award recipient, attended the June 14 2019 Area 8 NJROTC Leadership
Camp. Cadet Meade attends WP Davidson High School and was presented
his award by the SNA Penascola chapter.

Amongst other Chapter business this Spring, we were pleased to
continue our professional speakers’ series. On 23 May, we were
fortunate to have Vice Admiral (Retired) Charles Martoglio speak
at Naval Base San Diego as part of this ongoing initiative. Admiral Martoglio now teaches national security at UCSD and spoke
to the waterfront about the US’s place in the world, and the challenges posed by great-power competition.
On 13 June, we held our quarterly Warrior Join-Up at Half-Door
Brewing Company. This social event was a great chance for Surface Warriors across the waterfront to reconnect and enjoy some

We are doing a new 3-year promotional membership! Open to
any Enlisted Sailors & Cuttermen upon receipt of their ESWS or
temporary Cuttermen qualification. In order to qualify for this
promotion, you had to have received your qualification within
12 months of applying for your membership & MUST be after
1-1-2019. If you qualify send in the membership application in
the back of this issue & enter ENL3YR in the promo code field.
You will need to attach a copy of your ESWS/Cuttermen certificate OR a memo from your Commanding Officer, documenting
your name & the date the ESWS/Cuttermen qualification was received.
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VADM (Ret) Charles W. Martoglio and attendees at the May Speaker
Series hosted by the SNA San Diego chapter.
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camaraderie. Special thanks to CAPT Stew Bateshansky and his USS
SOMERSET (LPD 25) wardroom for hosting this event! We’re looking
forward to our next join-up this Fall – SOMERSET certainly set the
bar high!
The Chapter’s support of midshipman training, JROTC, and BDOC
also continued this Spring. Midshipman summer cruises are in full
swing, and the Chapter is proud to support picnics at the end of each
surface warfare training week, allowing midshipmen to meet waterfront surface warriors. We were pleased to present six Decatur
Awards to outstanding local JROTC cadets and are looking forward
to hosting the next Basic Division Officer Course social on 25 July.
Lastly, we’re pleased to welcome CAPT Jay Clark, Deputy Commodore of Destroyer Squadron ONE to the Board as our Chapter Vice
President. He is taking the reins from LCDR Nick Hoffmann, who will
remain a key member of the Chapter Board but is returning to sea to
serve as Damage Control Assistant in USS THEODORE ROOSEVELT
(CVN 71). Welcome aboard, CAPT Clark!
Please take some time to visit our San Diego Surface Navy Association Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/SanDiegoSNA. If you are interested in becoming more involved in the Chapter,
please email the Chapter Vice President, CAPT Jay Clark at Frankie.
clark1@navy.mil or the Chapter President, CAPT Pete Kim at pkim@
cg59.navy.mil. If you have questions about membership in the Chapter, please contact Membership Chairman CAPT(Ret) Pat Marvil at
pmarvil@sbcglobal.net or stephen.marvil.ctr@navy.mil.

Tampa Bay
PRESIDENT: CAPT JAMES MCTIGUE, USN

“Extend a fond farewell to former chapter
secretary, LT Stephanie Sherman.”
In May 2018, high school junior and NJROTC Cadet Samantha
Miller of Gulf High School in New Port Richey, Florida, was recognized with a certificate and cash prize for having submitted
the First Place winning entry in SNA’s National Essay Contest on
“Journey Home to the USS Arizona.” She wrote of the Navy’s
core values of Honor, Courage, and Commitment and related them
to the desire of a heroic Arizona survivor to be laid to rest with his
shipmates who perished at Pearl Harbor on 07 December 1941.
This year, as a high school senior, Cadet Miller was again recognized at Gulf High School’s annual awards ceremony with an
even larger monetary prize. She was awarded a four-year full
NROTC scholarship to attend the University of Florida and will
be sworn in as a Midshipman this fall. The achievement that SNA
recognized last year was an obvious indicator of her potential to
go on to greater things, culminating in her follow-on recognition by
the Navy this year. The Tampa Bay Chapter congratulates Cadet
Miller and the New Port Richey High School NJROTC Unit on her
accomplishments and was proud to participate in their awards
ceremonies.

We had a great time this past week at our SNA Warrior Join Up June 13
co-hosted with USS Somerset (LPD 25). There were jokes, good food, and
great camaraderie!
May 2018 – Cadet Samantha Miller of the Gulf High School NJROTC
Unit received the First Place award in the SNA National Essay Contest.

Chief Personnel Specialist Thinh Le presented the Surface Navy Association's
Stephen Decatur Awards to cadets at Westview High School on June 10. Chief
Le is stationed aboard USS Princeton (CG 59).

May 2019 – Cadet Miller received a four year NROTC Scholarship to the
University of Florida, valued at $200,000.
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USS CONSTITUTION
PRESIDENT: CAPT BILL MAUSER, USN (RET)

“Chapter member CAPT Tom Hennessey
chaired the Commissioning Committee”
Each year the USS Constitution Chapter presents its Academic and
Leadership Excellence Award to deserving midshipmen from the
Massachusetts area universities who were selected for the Surface
Warfare career path. This year three awards were presented – the
first for the Worcester consortium of NROTC unit schools consisting
of the College of the Holy Cross, Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Worcester State University and Brown University (Providence, RI); the
second for the Boston consortium of NROTC unit schools consisting
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard University,
Boston University, Tufts University, Boston College and Northeastern
University; and the third at the Massachusetts Maritime Academy,
Buzzards Bay, MA. Included in this award is a plaque and a threeyear membership to the Surface Navy Association.

CAPT Bill Mauser (left); MIDN 1/C Samuel Gilbert (right)

On April 9th CAPT Mike Hennessey, Chapter BOD Member and
NROTC Program Manager, and CDR John Benda, Executive Officer
and prospective Commanding Officer of the USS Constitution,
America’s Ship of State, presented the Academic and Leadership
Award to MIDN 1/C Mitchell Pastizzo from Worcester Polytechnic
Institute. MIDN 1/C Pastizzo is from Avon, CT and while at WPI
received an undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering and
a Masters Degree in Fire Protection Engineering. While at WPI he
was consistently among the top academic and military performers
and served as a writing tutor on campus and was an active and
integral member of the Provost’s Student Advisory Committee.
Upon graduation, MIDN 1/C Pastizzo will be assigned to the USS
Kidd (DDG-100), an Arleigh Burke class guided missile destroyer,
homeported in Everett, WA.
On April 24th CAPT Bill Mauser, Chapter President, presented the
Academic and Leadership Excellence Award to MIDN 1/C Samuel
Gilbert from Boston University. MIDN 1/C Gilbert hails from Red Hook,
NY and while at BU received a Bachelor of Arts degree majoring in
Middle Eastern and North African studies and distinguished himself in
multiple leadership positions including Company Chief and Assistant
Command Fitness Leader. Additionally, he has served as Officer-inCharge for several high public profile events including the Veterans

MIDN 1/C Mitchell Pastizzo (left); CDR John Benda (right)
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CAPT Mike Hennessey (left); MIDN 1/C Andrew Cook (center); CAPT Bill
Mauser (right)

Day Vigil. His fitness scores and grades are perennially in the top
ten percent of the class. MIDN 1/C Gilbert and his wife live in
West Springfield, MA. Upon graduation MIDN 1/C Gilbert will
serve on the USS Mahan (DDG-72) an Arleigh Burke class guided
missile destroyer homeported in Norfolk, VA.
On June 21st CAPT Bill Mauser, Chapter President, and CAPT
Mike Hennessey, Chapter BOD Member and NROTC Program
Manager, presented the Academic and Leadership Excellence
Award to MIDN 1/C Andrew Cook from the Massachusetts
Maritime Academy. MIDN 1/C Cook hails from Quincy, MA and
while at Mass Maritime received a Bachelor of Science degree
majoring in Marine Engineering and has set the example in the
Battalion for leadership, academic performance, teamwork and
military bearing. As Battalion Executive Officer, he helped to
plan, coordinate and execute the training and indoctrination of
the incoming 4/C applicants, while simultaneously managing
other critical battalion operations. He has consistently maintained
a high cumulative GPA, while balancing Lacrosse, regimental
responsibilities and other extracurricular activities.
Upon
graduation MIDN 1/C Gilbert will serve on the USS John Paul
Jones (DDG-53) an Arleigh Burke class guided missile destroyer
homeported in Pearl Harbor, HI.
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OS1 Ashley Smith, USN
ashley.smith5@navy.mil

HAMPTON ROADS

ARABIAN GULF

PENSACOLA

FORCM(SW/AW) Bill Slingerland, USN (Ret)
billslingerland52@gmail.com

LTJG Erinn Chang, USN
erinn.chang@me.navy.mil

CDR Mark Wenzel, USN Ret
mark.wenzel@navy.mil

KOREA

BATH, MAINE

PHILADELPHIA

Vacant

CDR David Patch, USN (Ret)
dapatch@roadrunner.com

RADM Joseph Hare, USNR (Ret)

MAYPORT/JACKSONVILLE

PUGET SOUND

LTJG Andrew Hensley, USN
andrew.w.hensley@navy.mil

BAY AREA
LCDR Christopher Klein, USCG
Christopher.j.klein@uscg.mil

CAPT Kyle Colton, USN
kyle.colton@navy.mil

MID-SOUTH (Memphis, TN)

SAN DIEGO

LT Christina Carson, USN
christina.carson@navy.mil

CHARLESTON
CDR Jeff Randall, USCG
jeffrey.k.randall@uscg.mil

CAPT Pat Marvil, USN Ret
pmarvil@sbcglobal.net

MONTEREY BAY

SASEBO

CAPT Chuck Good, USN
cpgood@nps.edu

CONSTITUTION
CAPT Ramon O’Hara, USNR Ret
compassrose032@gmail.com

Vacant

NATIONAL CUTTERMEN

TAMPA BAY

CAPT Mike Davanzo, USCG
ncpresident@navysna.org

DAHLGREN
CDR Ernest Swauger, USN Ret
swauger@usa.net

CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)
jjmctigue@msn.com

NEWPORT

DOUGLAS MUNRO ANACOSTIA
CDR Phillip Crigler, USCG
phillip.a.crigler@uscg.mil

WASHINGTON, D.C

newportsna@gmail.com

LCDR Cam Ingram, USN
cameron.ingram1@navy.mil

NEW LONDON

YOKOSUKA

CDR Marc Brandt, USCG
marc.brandt@uscg.mil

GAETA/NAPLES

LTJG Samantha Brennan, USN
Samantha.brennan@fe.navy.mil

NEW YORK

LTJG Teresa Meadows, USN
teresa.medows@eu.navy.mil

CDR David Rewkowski, USN
david.rewkowski@gmail.com

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
RDML Mike Frick, USN (Ret)
Committee Chairman
GSCS(SW) John Bradshaw, USN
OSC(SW) David Brakebill, USN (Ret)
CAPT Chris Bushnell, USN (Ret)
HM1 James Haire, USN

GM2 Alexis Hall, USN
RADM Jeffrey Hathaway, USCG (Ret)
RADM Charles Horne, USN (Ret)
LCDR Katie Jacobson, USN
LS1 Kurita Lewis, USN
BM3 Harriett Martin, USN
CAPT James McTigue, USN (Ret)
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HMCM(SW) Patrick Modglin, USN (Ret)
CAPT Robert Oldani, USN (Ret)
IT1 Tedock Powell, USN
CAPT Robert Warner, USN (Ret)
IT2 Andrew Yarbrough, USN
LT Arthur Zepf, USN
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SURFACE NAVY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
To join or renew your membership, please complete the form online at navysna.org or complete and mail with payment.
Application Type:

Member Number (if known):

 New

Referred By (if applicable):

 Renew

MEMBER INFORMATION
Last name:

First:

MI:

Branch:

 USN

 USCG

Status:

 Active Duty

 Reserve on Active Duty

Rank:

 USA

Date of Birth:
 USAF

 Retired

Street address:

 USMC
 Civilian

Suite/Apt/Building:

City:

State:

Duty Station/Organization:

Position/Billet:

Directory Email:

Non-Directory Email:

Work Phone:

Home Phone:

How would you like to receive our SITREP Newsletter?

 Email

Regional Chapter Affiliation (Visit navysna.org for Complete List):

ZIP Code:

 USPS Mail

 Opt Out of Mailing

Are you affiliated with the Coast Guard?

 Yes

 No

MEMBERSHIP TYPE
Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty:

Life Membership (payment plans are available):
Annual

3 Years

Price

O-7 & Senior

 $30.00

 $70.00

Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty to age 50

 $350.00

O-6

 $25.00

 $62.50

Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty 51+

 $250.00

O-4/O-5

 $20.00

 $50.00

Retired/Civilian to age 40

 $450.00

CWO/O-1, O-2, O-3

 $15.00

 $20.00

Retired/Civilian 41-50

 $350.00

Midshipmen

None

 $15.00

Retired/Civilian 51-60

 $250.00

E-7/E-9

 $15.00

 $20.00

Retired/Civilian 61+

 $150.00

E-6 & Below

 $10.00

 $20.00

Retired/Civilian

 $30.00

 $70.00

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Payment Method:

 Check

 MasterCard

Yes, I would like to donate to the VADM Robert Walters Scholarship Fund:
Cardholder Name:

 Visa

 American Express
Amount: $
Total Due: $

Credit Card Number:

Exp Date:

CCV:

Promo Code (if applicable):

Mail to: Membership Dept., SNA | 6551 Loisdale Ct Ste 222 | Springfield, VA 22150
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Springfield, Virginia 22150
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If you would like to submit an article or have any suggestions please email us at sitrep@navysna.org!

HISTORY OF SNA
Surface Navy Association (SNA) was incorporated in 1985 to promote greater coordination and communication
among those in the military, business, and academic communities who share a common interest in Surface Warfare while supporting the activities of Surface Naval Forces.

MISSION
We are an Association at the center of Surface Warfare. We provide our members support, programs, & various
activities that enable professional growth, personal satisfaction, and camaraderie.

PURPOSE
•

Recognizing the continuing contributions of the United States Navy & Coast Guard’s Surface Forces in regards
to the security of the United States

•

Showcasing professional excellence within the Surface Naval Forces

•

Dealing with the challenges that are faced as Surface Naval Forces in regards to National Security

•

Nurturing communication among military, academic, and business communities

•

Enhancing and Preserving the Heritage of Surface Naval Forces

•

Providing forums on professional matters affecting Surface Naval Forces and the United States Navy and
Coast Guard

